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The traditional learning method, lecture-based learning that's still dominating learning 
method not only Malaysia, but almost everywhere in the world, can no longer ensure 
student's career stability in real world after education despite high academic 
achievement. In lecture-based learning or LBL, students usually tend to memorize 
information that the teachers feed to them for examination purpose without really 
understanding the meaning of the facts. This scenario won't guarantee students' 
readiness to face real problems in real world, a they won't be able to apply their 
knowledge in a more real-Ii fe context 
Problcm-ba ed I arning (PBL) h wever ncoura 1 tudent t I arn h wt 
solve real-life pr bl 111 . lt a learning mcth cl' here students w rk in mall •roups 
with minimal help from facilitator and ollab rate to analy ca given cenario and 
analyse it to identify the problems and then pr vide the lution . It' a much better 
way to make student real! under tand what th y learn, ' hy they learn and how t 
appl what the learn in real life. 
diff r nt fa t r , u ha un mf rtabl environment like hot temperature, crowded 
· l n c, t n 1 .'· un mfortable chairs and etcetera. Even if the discussions are held 
ut: id la h ur . then there's the matter of adjusting members' schedule, additional 
costs in terms of energy and time, external distractions like chats and many others. 
s it is, tile building of a web-based system that manages on line PB L 
classro: 111 will solve this problem. Named Pl31 Facilitator, it allows students to have 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Most educational institutions now are applying lecture-based learning (LBL) during 
classes, tutorials or lectures, as it's a traditional method of learning that's applied all 
over this country since decades ago. This situation involves all educational levels; 
primary schools, secondary schools, colleges and universities. 
Lecture-based learning is a learning method where the teacher/lecturer 
teaches in front of the class and the students listen. lt may be a one-way learning, 
where the teacher talks and tudents listen or two-wa learning where teacher teaches 
with activ participation from tud nts. Eith r way, there's n iuarant that all 
student will take part in the cla activitie r even 'pre ent' t the la ' ituation. 
It' not unc mm n t e stud nt wh m arc involv din their O\ n per onal a tivities 
like sleeping, chatting, da dreaming and etcetera during class. 
Some teachers may able to acquire full au ntion from his or her tudents; 
either by intimidation, discreet threat , b ing runny, or dev lop a run and exciting 
learning environment. And om le tur r ju t plain ion r th unintere ted tudents 
. But th important thing here is not lecturer's effort 
that mu t b reli d n, but the tudents' themselves. However, it's better if the 
le .rurer , nd h ol management could create an environment that will indiscreetly 
for th tudent to participate in class' activities. 
nc way to achieve that kind of environment is by implementing problem- 
bas ·cl learning l'BL) in class activities. PBL is the opposite of'(LBL) Where the 
I cturcrs arc the major player in LBL, in PBL, each st idcnt plays th, major role 









1.1 Project Overview: Introduction to Problem-based 
Learning (PBL) Facilitator 
Online PBL Classroom Management System is a web-based system that manages 
online classrooms that applies PBL in its learning environment. Courses registered in 
this system will have their own respective "classroom". Students will enter an online 
classroom to participate in PBL discussions in their own respective group's 
discussion rooms, not just to download lecture notes, links and read announcements 
and messages from facilitators and other students, while facilitators will provide the 
students with announcements on the clas room' n tice board, give feedback , 
upload lecture note, add links to re our sand monitor tudent 'activities. 
The y tem hall manag all the ta k that arc inv lved in runninu the 
clas room. The ystem hould be ab! t hand I the pro c of r gistcring the 
students, teachers and courses. All members need a u cmame and a pa word t have 
access to the system. This feature is to ensure privacy to yst m and members' 
actix ities. The system al o manages all the processes of allocating c ur cs t it 
re pecti e la r om , a igning tudent into gr ups, managing PBL di cussion 
r m , valuating tud nt p rformanc , and many other tasks. 
A tud nt n nl 1 ent ran online classroom if she or he is already registered 
ft r that la _ b 1th fa ilitator. 
tudent can interact with each other freely in the system via the classroom's 
in .ssagc board There are no chat rooms in a classroom, but students and faci 1 it a tors 
ar to hav . thcir discussions in message boards that are provided in assigned 
discussion rooms. Students can only participate discussions in their l' 11 dis uss1011 
u oups' in . ..,..,a 1 • b<lilldi.; ·111d th· ·•111 <lilly ·111 •r oth •r .iruups' dis ·11.·.·i 111 tl 11i_· ns 









discussion. A facilitator however, have access and can participate in all group's 
discussions while monitoring students activities. This system enables facilitators to 
monitor students' communication more effectively. 
The system can also evaluate students' performance based on their response 
during a discussion. Students will have immediate feedback of their performance 
from the system. This feature can prompts students to be more active during a 
discussion. Facilitators will also receive the students' evaluation result from the 
system, and they will also personally evaluate each student' performance based on 
the transcripts of student ' discussions that the sy tem recorded. 
There are everal drawbacks of the y tern. The drawbacks are: 
I. the system is 11 t int .lli 1 nt valuat s a student's 
performance by the number f re pon cs that th stud nt made, not the 
contents of the r pon c . The s tcm . 011 't be able to re ognizc whether a 
response by a student is related to th di cu sion or ju t rubbish tatcrnent. 
The consolation of this fa tis that the facilitator can per onally evaluate a 
student' performanc ba ed on the re orded di ussions tran cript . 
2. non merub r f PBL onliue lassrooiu are not authorized to enter the 
pa sword-access log in. Because of this, 
tudent rt a hers v horn doesn't take courses that offers PBL won't have 
th oppor1unit to experience an online PBL environment Thus, they are not 









.1.2 Motivation to Develop Online PBL Classroom 
The system was developed as it's realized that current PI3L classroom that's held 
during or outside class hours are lacking and faulty in several important facts: 
1. Uncomfortable and noisy environment 
1. During a PBL session during class hour, all students will gather in their 
own groups. As all groups start to discuss, the class' volume tends to 
increase, as most students will be talking. 
ii. Groups usually seat in circles; it could be very uncomfortable, especially 
if there is less space in the classroom than nee ssary to accommodate all 
the >roups. 
2. .incc there arc many gr up , there's n iuarant c that the facilitat r can monit r 
all student ' act ivitie . And student would have t wait in turns to have 
facilitator's attention. 
3. Sometimes, the presence of facilitator while monitoring the group could 
intimidate the students from discussing freely and more openly. 
4. Sometime groups v ill extend their di cus ion ut ide cla hours if their 
di n ha n t b en ati factory. Thi al could bring forth several dilemmas: 
I. lt ' hard t t a m ting place that's agreeable to all members. 
ii. lt ' not as to set a time of discussion as members usually have their 
own chedule. 
111. I\lo t of the discussion time is probably spent with idle chatter. 
rv It's not easy to find a discussion venue with suitable environment 
that's within reach of' each member. I iscussions arc better suited ii' 
11 ·Id at .alm, non- .rowd xl, p '<t • •i'ul pl;1 · ·s 









vr. It's important to have face-to-face communication during discussion. 
If members ofa group are shy of each other, especially if they have 
never known each other before, the discussion won't be fully 
effective. 
I .3 The Objectives to Develop the System 
The reasons the system is developed are: 
I. To develop a web-based PBL learning system that's user-friendly, easy to 
use, educational, and intere ting with non-formal nvironment. 
2. To pr vide an ca icr moth d f r student t have discu i n at their wn co t 
and choo ing. 
3. To provide a comfortable discu sion environment. 
4. Enable students to discuss fre ly and openly without interruptions from other 
groups or people around them. 
5. Help tudents to bett r acquaint th 111 elve with techn logy-ba ed learning 
envir nm nt. 
1.4 cope of the System 
This y tern wa built to manage online classrooms so as to enable PBL discussion 
i11 more c 111f011able environment. The number or course allowed to register 011 the 
system depends 011 the amount of space in the server. /\11d for ca ·Ii curse. tlil? 
numb ·1 ol'd1'icll'>"lio11 groups d .p .nds 0111'1·:i1.·01'11ot1p tllnt th~· Iii ·ilit:1t 1 ·t 









I. Log In module 
2. Group Management module 
3. Evaluation module 
4. Discussion Rooms module 
5. Administrator module 
6. Facilitator module 
7. Student module 
8. User Register module 
Below is a brief description or each module's function 
I .og in module 
This module manage mcmb rs' lo' in when vcr lassro mm rnbcr want to enter 
the system and logging out v hencvcr tudenl want to exit the system. It will als 
handles the situation ' henever a memb r forgotten or lo t a pa rd r au crnamc. 
This module requires a pa S\ ord and a u ername from a clas member to 
grant access into the s .stern. Whenev r a user log n to the ystcm, the y tem will 
also re rd th time p riod and dat f ntry for ecurity purpose . 
roup I\ tannsement module: 
Thi m du I ma nag s the process of assigning students randomly into groups after a 
our. ha be n regi tered, and create discussion room for each group. 
E nluariou 111od11lc: 
This modul · ji, r .spousibl . for capturi11' noup 111 ·111b rs' r •spo11s • duriiu, ;1 










number of responses by a particular student and post the evaluation to facilitator of 
that class and to the student himself. The result of the evaluation will be displayed on 
the system after the discussion session has ended. Each member in a group will also 
evaluate each other after a discussion session. 
The module will also record the transcript of the discussion and send it to the 
facilitator for further personal evaluation by the facilitator. 
Discussion Rooms module: 
This module manages the discussion rooms. The module will identify class members 
that enter a discussion room and their status and level of privileges. Their u er ID 
and siatu will be displayed s th ir pre '11 'is known t all 1 r 'S ·111. re up 
members and facilitator will be able t p t rcspon cs in th ro m b ard 
Administrator module 
This module allows the administrator to manage the regi tration of facilitator . 
Administrator will also be in charge of th updating and edilin i of th data in the 
) tern, and h he an po t announ ement n the y tem to the ystem users. 
dmini trat r hold the p w r of granting the registration of a facilitator and can 
al t rminat a la room or the membership of a user if found necessary. 
Facilitator module 
Facilitator module allows a facilitator to register courses. Facilitator(s) will assign 
cao.; · -audics/sccnarios lo the groups, post messages on the classroom's notice b ards, 









use on the system, add useful link , give feedback to discu sion groups and terminate 
a student's membership if found necessary. 
Student module 
In this module, students can post messages on the classrooms' message board. 
Students will also be able to upload the solutions of their group's assigned case into 
the system directly to the facilitator. 
User Register 
This module enables u scr to confirm their registration. Admini trator register 
ad mini trat r and fa ii ital r ·,and f'-1 iliiators r' 1ist r students. scrs need t input 
their detail and chance the pa . word riven in order I nfirm their r 11 trati n. 
PBL Facilitator 
Discussion Room 
User Register Student Facilitator 









1.5 User Target 
The system is developed for the use of higher levels education institutions that 
applies PBL in their courses. The institutions may have been using PBL methods 
before or are just now starting to integrate PBL in their learning environment. lt is of 
small matter as this system is suited to both situation and easy to use, as long as the 
users realize the full meaning of PBL to make full use of the on line PBL classroom. 
The system can also be used to replace the existing usual PBL classroom (non- 
online) or for the purpose of new PBL course. Students and lecturers/teachers/tutors 
of secondary schools, colleges and universitie are most encouraged to use thi type 
of y tem since they arc now are more into Pl3L and 111 re cla se are applying PBL 
activitie than LB . 
1.6 System Develop1nent Schedule 
The overall process of building the on line PBL clas room sy tern involve 7 pha c 
l. Preliminar inve tiuation and feasibility study 
2. Pr blem analy i 
m r quirem nt and analysis specification 
5 tem 1 mplementation 
6 ocumentation 
7 Presentation 
Tile first Iou: phases arc performed during ti! 
~ . . scm St 'I" OI _OQ. / _00'"1 S 'SSIOllS 









Preliminary Investigation and feasibility study: 
The purpose of this phase is to identify whether the system is worth to develop or 
not. It's also conducted to establish the scope, preliminary requirements and 
constraints and schedule of the project, and to determine the feasibility of the project. 
Problems Analysis: 
During this phase, existing online PBL online classrooms and any other online 
systems that are related to the project scope is looked at and analyzed. The main 
purpose of this phase is system improvement objectives where the criterias that the 
new system will be evaluated is defined. 
ystcm requirement and analysis specification phase: 
During thi phase, all rcquir 111 111 ar dcfin d and then prioritized. Thi task 
concern on defining what th ystem sh uld do, n I Ii w the y t m hould work. 
Design phase: 
Design phase involves transforming the requirement tarcmcnt from the 
requirements analysis pha e into de ign specification for ystem con truction. 
y tem imp! 111 nration and d umentati narc conduct d during the first semester of 
2004/200 
ystcm Implementation (Construction, Testing and Maintenance): 
The pro of on tructing (coding) and testing the system is conducted during this 
phase n c rrection and improvements towards the system (maintenance) can be 
don' after .ystcm testing or simultaneously. 
Docu 111c11tatio11: 
The ta-..k of do .um ·1iti11g tll .facts and xp · iii ations ol'th · syst '11111 ·tu;dl1 stnrts 











The system is to be presented in report form and presentation during the last week of 
project schedule. 
The project schedule is outlined using a project management tool that enables 
a project manager to stay in control of the project and keep the project performed 
under budget and in schedule. It enables project scheduling, resources maintenance 
and activities tracking to keep track of project's progress. The tool that was used for 
this purpose is Microsoft Project . 
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Figure l.2: Gannt Chart for PBL Facilitator 
1.7 Expected Output 
During the time that was spent researching, designing and building the system, the 
final iutp rt for Pl L Facilitator has b .cn cl t rmin ·cl top .rfc .t these ritcrin: 










educational PBL online classroom. 
2. the system should be able to provide online discussion classrooms that can 
heightens students' interest and participations towards PBL activities. 
3. the system should be able to provide comfortable environment for active 
discussions. 
4. a system that enables facilitators to monitor groups' activities without 
interruptions more easily. 
5. a system that should be able to heighten students' awareness and interest 
towards web-based learning environment 
l.8 Report Su m ma riza tion 
There are 8 main chapters in the report for thi y tem. The writing ofthe report was 
done in 2 phases. 
The first phase is conducted during the Jrd seme ter of200"/2004 that start 
from March 16111 to Ma _Jrd 2004. Ther are 4 hapter that's included in the fir t 
pha : 
I. lntr du ti n. 
Lit rature Survey 
... -tethodology .) . 
4 Sy tern Analysis 
The second phase starts from 2811i May till 3rd September 2004 during I q 
xcmcstcr ,r200 /2005 The remaining 4 chapters arc performed during this I hase 
Th · ·hap1 ., .., ar • 









6. System development 
7. System testing 
8. Conclusion 
The process of designing and building the system is to start simultaneously 
with the second phase of the report writing. However, it's much more wiser to start 
building scratches of the system since the beginning of report writing from the ideas, 
imaginations or whatever insights that comes to mind, so that students can actually 
have a starting point and continue to build a real system with proper designs and 
requirements later after all the necessary re earche and planning ha been 
completed. 
Del w arc listed all th .hapt rs t be inclucl .d in this rep rt and brier 
explanation for each f them. 
Chapter l: Introduction 
The first chapter defines the problem that s being researched on, which in thi case 
concerns the PBL and online cla room management y tern. lntr ducti n al o 
define the obje tive and op s f th pr je t, tate the motivation for doing this 
proj t and f r wh m th 1 t m is intended for. The project schedule is shown in a 
annt hart. 
Chapter 2: Literature Survey 
Thi, chapter records the result of the researches that is conducted concerning the 
problem r this paper before the project is undergone. The re earch involves 
1 cscarchcs and analysis on existing PHL 011li11 • .lassroom«, ·-foru111 and "ch sites 










PBL classes. It also records the findings on techniques and methodologies to be used 
on the system and all the domains that are to be covered in order to build the system. 
Chapter 3: Methodology 
Chapter three explains the techniques and researches methods that are used in 
solving the project's problems in detail. 
Chapter 4: System Analysis 
System Analysis explains about all the requirements that are necessary in building 
the ystern. Examples of the requirement are functional requirement , nonfunctional 
r quircmcnt and hardware and Itwar requirements. /\II the son ware and hardware 
requirement arc c mpar d t identify whi h ar mot suitable t be u cd in the 
system. 
Chapter 5: S) stem design 
System Design chapter explains about the de igniug of user. interface, proce s design, 
database de ign, th data tl ' and all the module in the system. All these 
mp n nt and vari u 111 r will then be integrated to form the complete online 
tem. ach component has its own specific functions necessary to 
Chapll'r 6: stem Implementation 
Thi ... chapter explains the process of converting all the modules and algoritl1111s int 
p1og1<1111111i11g languag ·s co111111a11cls. Th ·s' ·0111111a11cls will .nabl · co1 1pull.'rs tl 










the programming languages chosen for this purpose will also be explain in this 
chapter. 
Chapter 7: System Testing 
System Testing explains whether the system works, as it should according to the 
requirements and specifications defined. It will identify whether the final system 
satisfies the objectives of developing the system. The system shall first be tested in 
real life and the result of the experiment will be recorded in this chapter. 
Chapter 8: Conclusion 
The final chapter shall di cu sin wh le ab ut the final output f the y rem project. 
In this chapter, are included the r suits of the ystcm (it pcrf rrnancc, rating, 
etcetera), all the problems con eruing the ystem and its olutions, advantage and 
disadvantages of the de eloped ystem, addition that can perfected the y tern, 
suooestions to improve the s stem and the overall conclusion of on line PBL 
;::,;::, 









Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction to Problem-based Learning (PBL) 
PBL is an educational strategy that uses a scenario to drive the learning and 
promotes active learning. It is a method of instruction that uses scenarios or triggers 
as a context for students to acquire problem solving skills and basic knowledge (Banta 
el al, 2000). Jt encourages active interactions among students in small groups as they 
are required to discu s a given scenario or ill-structured problem which reflect th real 
world with minimal a sist fr 111 lecturer . Problem are in fact a vehicle for 
developing students' pr blcm s lvinu skills. New informati 11 is required f thc 
students as they elf-directed them clv sin lcarninu Lcctur rs arc pres nt nl to 
facilitate or guide the tudent ' a tivitie and a i t them in how to reach a olving, 
not to help them sol ing the problems. PBL is a much more effe tiv way to make 
students understand what the' learn and how to appl them (Diana Jones, 1996). 
The abilit to olve pr blern i m r than just a umulating k11 wledge and 
rul ; it i th d vel pment f flexibl gnitiv trategie that help analyse 
unanti ipat d, ill- tru tur d ituati n to produce meaningful olutions. Though many 
f't mpl are' ithin student understanding, the skills needed to tackle 
th pr bl m are ft n mis 1ng. Typical problem solving taught in schools often 
t .nds t be, ituation pecific with well-defined problem parameters that lead to 
prcdetet mined outcomes with one correct answer. ln these situations, it is often the 
pi oc «lures 1 ·quired t solve the problem that are the locus of instruction. 
Unfor tuna: ·I <.,l11cl ·11h skill .d in this Ill .thod ar . not 11d '(lllill ·ly pr .pnr ·ti' h •11 ti\''\' 









According to an article by Diana Jones of San Diego State University (1996), 
real-life problems seldom parallel well-structured problems; hence, the ability to solve 
traditional school-based problems does little to increase relevant, critical thinking 
skills students need to interact with real life. Well-structured problems with their 
sterile environments in which there is only one right answer simply teach students 
about problem solving, not how to problem solve. In real life, we seldom repeat 
exactly the same steps to solve problems; therefore, the lockstep solution sequence 
taught in well-structured classroom problems is seldom transferable. lnstead, real-life 
problems present an ever-changing variety of goals, contexts, contents, obstacles, and 
unknowns which influence how each problem sh uld be appr ached. tudent need to 
practice olving ill- tructur d pr bl Ill that r n t real life to be ucce sful in their 
career. This ski II is the goal of pr bl m-ba cd learnin r. 
Novice learners require mor structure and ue while olving problem while 
more experienced students are self-dir cted learners. According to Jones ( 1996), the 
best format for problems is unorganized, unsynthe ized, and open-ended becau e this 
allows for student processing. The problems presented mu t have these criteria: 
I. c mmon situation t rv a a prototype for other situations 
iunifi ant 
r r vcnti n i po ible 
4. int rdi ciplinar 
5 c ivcr objective 
(> task oriented 








2.1.1 Benefits of PBL 
Listed below are several of the benefits and the reason of implementing PBL: 
l. PBL prompts motivation 
Students will engage more in learning, as they will feel empowered to 
have an impact on the outcome of the investigation. 
2. PBL provides relevance and context 
It makes student realize the importance of learning the particular 
course, why do they need to learn it and how to apply the knowledge they 
gained in real life situation. 
3. Encourages tudent to learn, use, apply and enhance higher- rder thinking kills. 
P[3 p rsuadcs tud nt t learn h wt 1 .am. It i a sclf-dir cted 
learning, as they mu t learn h wt d all th pr c .. es involve in lving 
problem and to generate their own strategic with minimal guidance fr m 
facilitator. 
There are more benefits of implementing PBL. Steve Gibbs (2003), while presenting 
his paperwork: Problem-ba d Learning , ith the Net, stated the .bcnefits f PBL. 
Among them ar : 
1. PBL all reativitv riti al thinking and self-direction 
PB all \ more than one answer 
.1. PBL fo ter group collaboration 
1. Pl L deal ' ith controversy as well as facts. This is because the learning is 
more important than the final product 
Pill, teaches life-long learning skills. 










2.1.2 Disadvantages and advantages between PBL and LBL 
Results of a study by Samford University (Banta et al, 2000) stated that though the 
amount of time learning by PBL and non-PBL tudents are the same, PBL students 
have better achievement and are more satisfied with their learning experience and 
education atmosphere. They also rate their experience higher in terms of 
meaningfulness, flexibility, emotional climate, and nurturance and students 
interaction. The study further shows that PBL implementation increase class 
attendance and decrease student's distress or mood. 
LBL 
Table 2.1: DifTerences between LBL and PBL 
PBL 
notes; knowledge is transferred from 
teacher student 
'tuclents des ribc their studies as 
iudcnts c .llab rate with ach other and 
teach r to develop per onal 
under landing of content and inforrnati 11 
i conveyed to group of tudents. 
Students inclined to use faculty selected, 
reading material 
based n 
tudent make u e of library; journals, 
ouline re earche and elf- elected 
material 
based on "ill- 
knowledge and increase students' 
motivation by providing real life 
problems and understanding students' 
roblems. -~~~~~~~~~~~~~.+-L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-J 
T ach rs introduce new information and Teachers and students introduce new 
suggests implications of tho e information and both offer interpretations 
information and implications 
Stud .nts abs: 1 b, transcribe, mcmoriz · 
and r .p ·at infor mation for t .sts and 
·xa111i1wt ions 
Individualistic and competitive I ·a111i11.' 
Students n iauc in 111'a11i1111'ul learning 
t ' t111d ·rst ;111d wha! t Ii ·v I ·:1rn for 
·x;11ni11:1(il>11 ;111d 1 •:11Iii'·1H111H1:~· 
Stud ·111: I ·;1r11 i11 n ~·11ll:1hn1 nti' • 1nd 










Students seek correct answer to finish Students learn to frame questions, 
tutorials, tests or examinations. formulate problems, explore alternatives 
and make effective answers. 
Roles of teacher and student are Roles of teacher and students are 
regimented: teacher disseminates dynamic: teacher and students are a 
knowledge and the student reflects that community of learners. Teacher serves as 
information coach and mentor; students become 
active participants in learning 
Grading is summative, and the facilitator Students evaluate their own contributions 
is the only evaluator. as well as other members and the entire 
group (peer evaluation). 
Source: (Banta et al, 2000 ; LeJeune, 2001) 
Stated in the table above are several difference betwe n LBL and PBL. everal of 
the advantage ver LBL arc (J ncs, I ): 
1. PBL emphasize on meaning, not facts 
Mem rization is a c 111111011 oc urrcn e in LBL. J\nd even then, mo t 
students actually use little of what they memorized. PBL however, engage 
students in structuring solutions to real life, relevant and contextualized 
problems. Students become active! 'engaged in meaningful learning by 
replacing I ctur s . ith dis ussion forums, fa ulty ment ring and collaborative 
re earch. 
h n PBL di cussions are done online, students will have better 
opp rtunit in understanding what they learn. Since there are many learners 
gathering and di cu sing, more opinions will be issued. This is also helped by 
the fact that all the u er are "anonymous", because some students are afraid 
to voice their opinions for fear of being ridiculed or just being plain shy. 










Students tend to assume greater responsibility for their learning as they 
pursue solutions to their problems. PBL students use self-selected resources 
(e.g. journals, online or other library resources, discussions, etcetera) more 
often than LBL students, and they view their facilitator as a resource to 
solving relevant problems rather than as a source of answers. These, together 
with learning skills help students become more competent in information 
seeking skills than LBL students. 
When discussions are online, students must encourage themselves to 
go online and participate in their groups' discussion, as there will be no one to 
make them to. They also mu t always be ready with information and material 
C r di cu ion purp ses, a they can't imply ju t rely on anyone el c, and lack 
of physical contact doesn't all w them t. hare, pecially printed material 
Otherwise, they'll be left out and won't benefit from the discus ion. 
3. PBL ensures higher comprehension and better kill development 
Skill and compr hensiou devel pment occur" when th pr blem to be 
olv dare ngaging diffi ult and useful. Real world contexts and 
on quen all w I arning to become more profound and durable, and 
in rea th tran fl rability of skills and knowledge from the classroom to 
, ork, a tud nt are able to practice the knowledge and skills in a functional 
ont xi, all ' ing students to better imagine what it will be like using the 
knowledge and skills on the job. 
nlinc discussion has wider participations. And with different sort or 









definitely have more chance in practicing their skills and better 
comprehension. 
4. PBL encourages interpersonal skills and teamwork 
PBL incorporates collaborative teams in solving relevant problems, as 
social interaction is an important aspect in work life. This methodology 
promotes student interaction and teamwork, thereby enhancing students' 
interpersonal skills such as working with group dynamic, peer evaluation, and 
how to present and defend their plans. 
nline di cussion isju t like a meeting ofan nyrnou surfers. User 
interacts without phy ical re ogniti 11 and reaction. Thu , tudents mu t learn 
to perfect their interpcr onal kill to make the di cuss ion more ffect ive. 
This in turn, will further increase their teamwork skill 
There are more advantage of PBL in students' learning. With PBL, students 
can train themselves in critical and pr active thinking, impr ve ability to work in a 
team, improve ne s omputer skill , improve ability to find and use appropriate 
r ur e and man 1 th rs. 
2. I .3 A c smcnt of students' achievement in PBL 
/\s there arc multiple purpose of PBL, it's important to consider various ways of 
·valuating student' achievements. Several of evaluation techniques are (Jones, 1996~ 
13;111ta 1/ al, 2000). 
Wriucu .xaminarions 








able to apply skills learned during the course. 
3. Concept maps - Students can determine their cognitive growth by depicting their 
knowledge via generating concept maps. 
4. Peer assessment - Members of a group can assess each other as they are required 
to work together, provided they are given an evaluation rubric to guide them in 
the evaluating process. 
I. Self assessment - This task helps students identify gaps in their knowledge base in 
order for more meaningful learning to result. 
2. Facilitators/tutor assessment - A tutor's feedback should encourage the tudent 
to explore different ideas. 
3. ral Pre cntation - ral pre cntati 11 pr vidc tud nts an pportunity t practice 
their communication kill . 
4. Reports 
5. Multi-choice questions (MCQs) 
6. Short-answer questions (SAQs) 
7. Modified essay question 
8. Tripi jump xer i e and ext nded matching it 111 
2.1 A Barriers to Implement PBL and Steps to Overcome the Problems 
J mes (I CJ~6) lated cvcral barriers while implementing PBL: 
I School wil I need to change the curriculum, something that's usual! vi 'W ·d 









they have to change their lifetime experiences and requires an adjustment period. 
They also needed to know what to be expected and how to adjust to the changes. 
2. PBL requires more students' time, independencies and responsibilities. Facilitators 
should make the transition smooth for students via effective communication and 
orientation. 
3. In PBL, preparation to teach problems takes more time than to presenting lectures. 
Student-teacher contact hours are also reduced weekly as PBL involves small groups 
of preferably 4 t 5 tudents, while lectures include the ent ir clas . Thu , more 
teacher would be required to teach the amc c ntenl in a PBL curriculum. 
4. Changing curriculum requires co ts. PBL also require numerou mall room 
equipped for teaching and adequate copies of current library resource . The school 
will be burden with the wonder whether the changes are worthwhile in term of 
benefits in learning effectivene or effi iency . 
. fa ult 1 la k xtrin i r ' ard for PBL teaching. Professors receive more rewards 
f r r ar h, publi ati n and fund raising than teaching. The reward system may 
actual! creat disincentive 
Listed below are several of the steps can be taken to improvise on the 
prob! ·111s (Jones, 199 ) 
( v •r ·0111 1 •sista11<.: · Ii om faculty 111 ·1 1h ·1 s 










3. Find time and money to develop PBL 
4. Train facilitators to handle PBL courses 
5. Improvise strategy in holding faculty members' interest in PBL 
2.1.5 PBL in Schools 
There are hundreds universities and colleges that has applied PBL in their learning 
environment. A few of them are (PBL 1 nsight, 2000) 
I. University of Delaware, Baltimore 
2. Central Queensland University, Australia 
University of Newcastle, Australia 
4. Aalborg Univcr ity, Aalborg, e11111ark 
5. Newcastle Univer ity, Newca t le 
6. Samford Uni ersity, Birmingham 
7. University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong 
8. University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur 
c rding to a r arch ( alimah M. and Zaitun A. B., 2003), University of 
Malaya ha b n impl 111 nting PBL since 2001. Though at that time, it seems none of 
M , raff r fa ult m mb r are knowledgeable about PBL, much seen the 
imp! mcntation of PBL. Faculty members and lecturers were sent to workshops, 
conference: and training to understand more about PBL 
t Faculty of cience omputer and Information Technology, in 2003/2004 there 
.n .up to I courses that actually took part in including PBL i11 the syllabus. Most of 
111 • ·rn11-; ·s appli ·d both I .ctu: ·-h;.1s .d 1111d prohl •111-h11s ·d 1 •;11 ni11,• /\11 Is ·w1;tl 









There been universities that conduct their PBL classrooms online. Among them 
are Central Queensland University and Anaheim University, Australia. However, 
there are also protected PBL discussion classrooms for non-professional groups on the 
Internet. 
2.2 A PBL Case Study and Methods for Facilitators and 
Students 
This case study and its method of solution is an example uitable for u e in a first year 
college biol gy lecture theatre, but the rncth di applicable t any la size and 
educational level (Peter Ommundsen, 200.> ). 
2.6.1 Case Study: A Case of Deadly Exertion 
A fitness test of applicants to a fire department resulted in 32 hospitalization 
with back pain, muscle pain and reduced urine output. One per n died. lMMWR 
39:751-6.] 
The tud nt ' ill at me point address muscle physiology. What happens 
, It n mu cl ell break during exertion? What are the consequences of hyperkalemia 
n the heart. Wher does all the potassium originate? What are the effects of 
111 oglobin on the kidney ? What is the impact of oxygen free radicals produced by 









2.2.1 Method for Facilitators 
1. Form Small Groups 
PBL may be a part of a class session or all of it But, during that time, students 
must form small work groups of 3-5 people. Facilitators may assign the groups 
themselves or assign them randomly. 
2. Present the Problem 
Present the students with a brief problem statement (preferably on a printed 
w rk he t), c. l., "A 28-ycar- Id 111a11 e:q p ars t hav rcopc rosis." 111 so111 cas a 
video clip or specimen might be u ed a a tri )ger. Emphasize t th stud 111 that they 
are dealing with an authentic case history. Bizarre problem work be t. Prior to clas 
facilitators should review the ca e history and arm thernselve with data that can be 
released incrementall 1 (progressive disclo ure) a the ca e proceed . There is a 
comprehensive data set for the oste porosis problem in the New England Journal of 
Medicine, 1994, " I: I 0 - I; I 0 - . Need! ss t say, the tudent should not be 
given the ref rence, a th bje ti to solve a problem, not read a solution. 
3. Activate the Groups 
sk the group to brainstorm possible causes of the osteoporosis. Each group 
' ill hav . to di cu , review, or investigate the biology of bone, including the role of 
os: ·obla!'>t'>, diet, vitamin D, parathyroid hormone, growth hormone, calciionin, 
kidr: ·y f[11H.:tio11, .tc This is when much lcarninu oc urs, as th· stud ·11ts h 'Ip 'Cl ·'1 
oil: ., uncl •1 o.,ta11d till' basic biology l'HI, st11d 'Ill.' lllllSI I ·ll 'l'I llj)\)I\ hiul )~Ii. ii 









lecture-only courses). The facilitator circulates among the groups, providing 
assistance but not solutions. The groups may well explore avenues unanticipated by 
the facilitator. This is highly desirable and should not be discouraged. The facilitator 
should avoid controlling the agenda of the groups. Each group ranks its hypotheses in 
order of priority and prepares requests for more data. (E.g., for calcium deficiency 
hypothesis -- "What did he usually eat?") 
4. Provide Feedbacks 
Ask that a representative from each group place their top priority hypothesis or data 
request on the chalkboard (if already entered by another 1roup, place their econd 
choice, ctc.). If thi is not practical, a k f r ral ugge ti n from the gr up when the 
small group work i halted and the clas is rcconv n d. tudent uggestion may 
include: 
• Low calcium diet 
• Immobility 
• Low den ity of itamin 0 r ptors 
• alcitonin defici ncy 
• xc i e PTH 
• hronic acidosi buffered by salts mobilized from bone 
The small group work can be stopped and the instructor can briefly discuss the 
ideas with the entire class. It is important to value every contribution, to as isl the 
stud ·nts in analysis of the biology involved, and to provide further infonnation [he 









requests: "If you could ask for just three test results from examination of this man, 
what would they be?" 
It is not likely that the students will solve a problem on the first pass, and the 
feedback from the facilitators motivates the next round of small group work. The 
students could now be told that the man's lumbar spine density is 3. 1 standard 
deviations below the average age-matched healthy female (osteoporosis= 2.5+ SD), 
his height is 204 cm, his left middle finger is 10 cm, and knee films show open 
epiphyses. (The students should now be able to figure out that the man may still be 
growing at age 28). The cycle of small group work and instructor feedback can be 
continued during the current la s session r 11 future n .casions. Tlu: key to 
managing a PBL session is pros idiug continualfeedback to maintain student 
enthusiasm while sim11/taneo11sly prolonging the resolution of the problem to ensure 
that adequate learning occurs. 
5. Ask for a Solution 
At this point in our example, th gr ups will likely focu on the hormone 
r quired for epiph eal I ur and b ne mineralization. They may ask facilitators for 
crurn e tr gen lev I (high), which will suggest estrogen-resistance. Were estrogen 
re cptor defectiv ')(Yes.) When a reasonable number of groups have solved the 
problem, a tudcnt miuht request a brief written analysis from each group describing 
11! • bi ilog involved in the case. Students may be asked to include certain key words 
in their r .port» If the facilitator wishes to further pursue this case at a later date 
Ii ·/she co rld tac ·J ·th· g »ictics of' the defect. (C to T transition in th· .strou .n 
1 · · .ptor • ·11 • i11 borl: all ·I ·s ·a11i.;i11g" p1 ·nw1111 ·stop ·odrn1, ihitil p.u ·111s 









2.2.2 Method for Students 
1. Define the Problem Carefully 
What exactly are the students trying to determine? Does the problem have several 
components? If several, state them separately. Does everyone in the group agree with 
the way the problem has been framed? Ask group members to "think out loud," as 
that slow down their reasoning and enables people to check for errors of 
understanding. 
2. Explore Possible Solutions 
Brainstorm idea that may contribute I a s lul i 11. /\group member mu t ju tify their 
ideas to the other . larify for them the biology involv d. I lave them paraphra c the 
ideas. Listen carefully to the ideas of other group member and give positive 
feedback. Make a list of learning issues. What do w know? What don't we know? I 
this problem analagous to any past problem? What core biological concept may 
apply to this problem? As ign research ta ks within the er up. · 
3. Narrow Your Choices 
fl rd v I ping a Ii t of h .potheses, sort them, weed them, and rank them. List the 
pc I data required to te t each hypothesis. Give priority to the simplest, least costly 
tests It is ca. icr t get information on the diet of a subject than it is to do 









4. Test Your Solution 
Seek from the facilitator the data that is needed to test the ideas. If all the possible 
solutions are eliminated, begin the cycle again: define, explore, narrow, test. When 
the students encounter data that confirm one of the hypotheses, they may be asked to 
write a biological explanation of the solution and justify it using the available 
evidence. 
2.3 Introduction to Online Learning 
Online learning refer to learning and tiler supportive resource that arc 
available via a computer that display material in re ponsc to a learner' reque t. The 
computer prompts the learner for more information and present approj riate material 
based on the learner's response (Carliuer, 2002). 
An essential element of online learning d fiuitiou is the use of computing and 
tele ommuni ation t elm logie t d liv r r receive ducation. Online learning 
utili the Intern t r vid o onferen ing to er ate communities of learners. Course 
mat rials ar pro id d n aw b ite and occasionally it is linked to a CD ROM. 
Email, bull tin board , forum and chat rooms are used to interact with other students 
and teachers 
)11li11e learning offers many varieties and flexibilities. Ln contrast with imple 
onlir: · lea: 11i11g, on line learning might consist of a course that includes re 1ularly 
sch .dul ·d I ctut . .., by vid .o confer .ncc 011 the Int 'I'll 1(, {I w .b pn J. \ il h s ·v ·1ul 










of class by electronic mail by lists and online tests whose results are automatically 
recorded in student records. Online learning may take place in the classroom or 
workplace, alongside other activities, or may be undertaken at home or at online 
access centres in the community. (Department of Education Tasmania, 2003) 
According to Saul Carliner (2002), there are several forms of on line learning, 
such as computer-based training, web-based training, computer-based instruction, and 
technology-based instruction 
These terms has specific meaning: 
• Computer-based training refers to courses pre ented on a computer. The 
coursed c not provide link to learninu r sources uiside of the course. The 
course is u ually compuicr-ba cd training that is tudicd on a computer that i 
not connected to a net w rk. 
• Web-based training is a form of computer-based training, refer to cour cs 
available on a network that is linked to learning r ource outside of the 
course, such as references, electronic mail and discus ions, and 
videoconferencing. 
• Technology-based instruction refers to training through media other than the 
la ro m. That in lud ornputers, and also television, audiotape, videotape, 
and 1 rint. 
Pl3L i 1110 t uited for web-based training. Combined with collaboration 
lt..:;1111i11 •., it's a pct feet learning environment for PBL. Students and teachers ma have 
their discussions in forums and they can exchange information either by 'mail or 011 










The advantages of online PBL classrooms compared to usual classrooms are: 
1. students and teachers are not restricted to close space. 
2. there's no worry about class not having enough space to accommodate all 
students. 
3. students can choose to join the class/discussion wherever he felt comfortable. 
4. online classroom ensures that students won't be disturbed by other students or 
other factors like class temperature and etcetera. 
5. online classrooms reduce costs; energy, money and classroom maintenance. 
6. teachers can monitor students more easily. 
7. aside from class ession rules, student and teachers ar not restricted to any 
regulation like dre sing code and an b m re carefree. 
An online classroom also has its disadvantages. For in ranee, instead of 
concentrating to class session, students may very well playing computer games 
without teacher's knowledge. HO\· ever, what really important is students' 
willingness to participate in cla s activiti sand l arn. Be ause h wever good a 
techn logy i , it would turn t \ a t , or w r e, contribute to bad cause if the users 
w u't r aliz it full purp and benefits, and the same goes with online 
la. room . 
The Technology 
There arc two t pc of technology needed to support online learning (Carliner, 
2002) 
I, 'c111ti11g pro 1n:1111s cJ •v .kipm ·111: 1ilis i11 'llld .d all Ill' liar lwnr ·s nu I 










2. Learning program deliverance: includes at least the specialized computer 
hardware and software that allows learners use the learning materials. 
2.4 Collaborative learning 
Collaborative learning is a principle in PBL. Carliner (2002) refers to collaboration is 
a situation in which people work together where learning occurs in the process of 
doing so. lt is useful in tutoring and coaching and also promotes learning between 
people interaction. 
Online collaboration occur in cvcral ways: 
• collaboration occurs when people from differ nt locations work together via 
electronic mail and exchange of work files. 
• people from different locations "meet" online to work together. This situation 
depends on the technology a ailable at the time. 1 he participant might have 
on line' chat , a di cuss ion that cur on line when all of the participants are 
irnultane u I inn d nor they can have a videoconference or simply 
"me t" nan online forum. 
• ince all of th people working together need to be online at the same time, 
collaboration is said to be synchronous Software called groupware is designed 
to promote synchronous and asynchronous online collaboration. 
'frd111ology 11<·cdcc.J for colluborativc learning 
Mi11i11111111 I C'o1111 ·ctirn1 to ;1 comput •r 11 .twork (rnod ·111, sill' n1 ·) 









3. Software that allows file exchanges 
Maximum: 1. Connection to a high-speed network that allows video and audio 
transitions. 
2. Camera and related software to capture and transmit images 
3. Microphone and related software to capture and transmit sounds 
4. Software for viewing and transmitting video and audio images 
5. Software that allows image display and image viewing. 
6. Software that allows image editing and enables a user from different 









2.5 Existing Systems 
2.5.1. PHP Builder Community Forums (lilln://wvVVJ.phpbuilder.com/board) 
PHP Builder is a web site that host information and latest news about PHP and also 
provides forums for discussions about PHP. The community forums in PHP Builder 
are very active. There are many forums available, from the forums for PHP beginners, 
forums on PHP installations to the forums for the experts in PHP. 
Internet users whom want to participate in the forums must register for a 
forum membership first. Membership is free. Member can po t me sage and 
queric and can also answer other members' questions. No11-111e111t er us rs can al 
view the message boards Like rcgi tered members, they can view all the discu ion 
displayed on the web site and take advantage of the knowledge from the re ult of the 
discussion, but they cannot posts any messages. 
Figure 2.3 is a view of the main page of the forum 'General Help'. It is a 
forum that discuss generally about everything concerning PHP. The f rum in PHP 
Builder are so active that if a us r eut an inquiry, and if it' worth looking at, the 
per on will get a rep! in a matter f minutes. Sometimes, a member has to check 
\ hct her a similar qu t ion has been issued before. Otherwise, that person probably 
\ on't get a r ply and actually waste his and other members' time. Anyone can start a 
discussion r thread. Ba ically it starts when a member issues a question and other 
111e111bcrs will help in olving the problem. Once a discussion has already reached a 
solution, it's advised for the discussion starter to put a 'Resolved' status on the 
discus-ion title, as can b . sccn from tile picture. 
Tit' us ·1 int ·il'ctt: · f(>1 l'IH' Huild ·r is simp] · i111d ;1111:1 ·tiv · It In ·sn't t1,\' tt 1 








There are several features that were found interesting about PHP Builder 
Community Forums. Among them are profile editing, forum calendars, FAQs, private 
messaging, and moderators can terminate a message and also boot out the issuer from 
the forum if the message is found offensive and if a moderator received a complaint 
from other members. 
2.5.2 WcbmasterWorld (www.webmasterworld.com) 
WebmasterWorld is a web site that hosts news and forum topics surrounding the 
design, production and maintenance of a website for web profe ionals. There are two 
types of forums in WebmasterW rld; private and public. Like PHP Builder 
Community, Internet user can view the forums freely, but registration i nece ary for 
discussion participation. Users can have the beast thread by ubscribing to the 
WebmasterWorld, with monthly payment. Most of the be t po t are displayed on its 
main page. It also provides glossary, search engine, and indexed content , among 
many other features. The site has easy navigation, u er friendly· with not too 
complex design and not too many it m n its pages. However, the font property is 
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2.6 Research Paper 
The three theses were researched on were published by past year Faculty of Science 
Computer and Information Technology students at University Malaya. They were 
chosen among many others as they were most relevant to PBL Facilitator and were 
among the most recently published. 
2.6. l Thesis: PBL Information System (PBLIS) 
Author: Nicholas Barau Eddy 
Published: 200 /2004 
PBL TS a dynamic web-based client/ erver system intend d t rcatc an information 
rich environment to be shared in interactions between student and lecturer . 1t 's built 
for University of Malaya usage and it able to facilitate implementation and data 
management of PBL. 
It's built mainly with the obj tive to automate data management of PBL in 
F SlT Created with technol g f T Server, MySql and PHP language, it's a user- 
fri ndly ~Y tem that ab! to generate strong level of interactions between students and 
le tur r 
Th y tern i like a management system for a course that applies PBL. Its 
Iunct ions con ider the whole management from the dean to the students with different 
I .vcls ofprivileges. There are links to PBLjournals and resources. There are many 
int ·1 ·sting Icatu cs like creation of journals, journal templates, journal submissir 11, 









PBL IS has a logical flow of interface. Its strength lies in its portability, error 
detection, internal search engine, security, and plug-in module addition capability. 
The system however, lacks of database backup, has no mailing function, and requires 
full user validation and no graph and chart creation. 
2.6.2 Thesis: e-Forum 
Author: Suresh Kaliadas 
Published: 2003/2004 
E-Forum is a web-based a1 plication intended for u e of profe ional/non-profe sional 
groups, education in titution , advertising ompany and many ther . It wa 
developed using PHP and My qi t chnologie on Wind ws 200 platform and Apache 
server. lt can be viewed either on Internet Explorer or Netscape browser. 
This system boasts of its friendliness and ea y UL. It provides authorization 
as part of security control and pro ide search engine to enable u er to look up for 
other members, subjects and topics. The contents are upgradeable from time to time 
and administrator can bane ensitive word from the mes age board. The system can 
b acce ed nan platform' ithout any restriction on any hardware or software 
r quir mcnt 
on-regi tered u ers can access the system and view all the forums, however 
th y aren't allowed to participate in any of it. e-Forum members can form their own 
•roup discus ion for any topics, do maintenance on the group they created and join 
.xisiiug groups 1 lowevcr, they need to get administration approval before they can 










Registered users can mail each other by U2U function. Members can look up for other 
on line members via who's on line function. Privacy of members is protected. 
It also provides other interesting features like private messaging. e-Forurn 
however, lacks of any user help function like forgotten password and FAQ. There's 
also no uploading function in this system 
2.6.3 Thesis: Online Meeting System 
Author: Ong Yu Kheng 
Published: 2003/2004 
Online Meeting y tern is a web-based system that enable organization to conduct 
meeting or conference online. It i developed using Java and Micro oft QL 
technology to reduce unnecessary operating cost and wasting time and re ource for 
face-to-face meeting. With this system, team people in need for communicating and 
cooperating for certain purpose can solve their dilemma easily. The users targeted are 
team members of virtual and traditional organization , and academic societies. 
The sy tern has user-friend! 'GUI and provides multiple user environments as 
nee rding to level f ac s b 'user . The ystem is simple with straightforward 
linking, ith p int and lick mechanism. Administrator and moderator will find it easy 
t maintain the y tern as it provides easy and functional system management and 
room management. 
Its disadvantage however are lack real time environment, limited meeting 









The tools that will be explained included the programming languages and database 
that wil! be used to build PBL Facilitator, and also the development and graphic 
software. 
2. 7. l Web programming 
2.7.1.l PHP 
PHP is an open-source server side scripting language that i imbedded into 
I ITML. PHP can perform ta ks that any I program can do. Its. trcn 1th is in its 
compatibility and simplicity with many type of databa e like Oracl , My qi, DB 
and many others, to generate ontent dynamically for very p werful application. It 
allows integration with external libraries like FPDFLib that generates PDF documents 
and other programming languages like C++, JavaScript and the like. 
According to Zend Technologies, there are 8 reasons among many why PHP i a good 
solution to create dynamic sites. The reasons are: 
I. short development time,' hi h means fewer programmers are required. 
PHP i a y t maintain and update compared to Perl or ASP . 
• 1. Pl IP cript work on any Internet servers including Apache, Microsoft and 
t cape ervice solutions. 
4. Pl IP allow accesses to commercial and non-commercial databases. 
S There arc more than 6 million domains that use PHP. 
Pl IP is open source, and there is definitely no hidden .ost. 
7 Pl II' is op ·11 /\Pl, whi ·h m ·;111s 1'1;11 modul ·s ·1111 Ii· :1 11 ·I i11t~1 th1.·: ·ri1 I tu 









2.7.2 Programming Language 
2.7.2.1 HTML 
According to Ian Graham (1998) HTML or HyperText Markup Language is 
designed to specify the logical organisation of a document with important hypertext 
extensions, and not to be the language of a WYSIWYG word processor such as Word 
or WordPerfect. Different browsers of different abilities can view a HT.l\!1L document. 
2. 7.2.2 JavaScript 
According to webopedia, JavaScript is designed by Sun Micro ystem and 
Netscape to help pr gramrncr design intern tive websites. Java cript is an adjunction 
interpreted language or script language l Java and can shares the features and 
structures of the full Java language. It was however developed independently. 
Javascript can be added to HTML source code and interpreted b the web br wser to 
create a dynamic environment and it has con iderable use in creating interactive web- 
based forms. 
An online arti I by tev Littler (Java cript Defined) states that Javascript 
can do everal thing u h a 
• llano d a f rmatted date on a page automatically 
• au e text or graphic image to change during mouse roll-over 
• ake a pop-\ indow appear 
2.7.2.3 C I- 
• 1 1 is dcfin ·d by wcbop ·clia(2002) as a sup ·rs ·t of the C ln11111a~' • It is :1 










is an object-oriented programming language that's considered as the best language for 
creating large-scale applications and is most popular for graphical applications that 
runs in Windows and Macintosh environments. 
2. 7.2.4 VBScript 
cnet.com defines Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript) as a programming 
language developed by Microsoft for creating scripts (miniprograms) that can be 
embedded in HTML Web pages for viewing with Internet Explorer. These scripts can 
make Web pages more interactive. VBScript also works with Microsoft ActiveX 
Controls, allowing Web site developers to create forms, interactive multimedia, 
games, and other Wcb-ba ed program . Vl3 cript is similar in functionality to 




Ace rding to definition by TechTarget, MySql is an open source relational 
daraba management y tern (RDBMS) that uses structured query language (SQL)for 
adding, acces ing and processing data in a database. As it's open source, it is free 
under the terms of eneral Public License (GPL) or free without bound to the terms. 
M Sql can bed wnloaded from its official web site \vww.m sc l.oro 
MySql provides /\Pis for , ++, Eiffel, Java, Perl, Pl IP and Phyton My qi 
is most commonly used for w ·b appli aiions and '1111> .dd ·d ·1ppli ·a1io11s be .ausc of 










2.7.4 Web Server 
2.7.4.1 us 
According to TechTarget definition, IIS is short for Internet Information 
Server. IIS is a Microsoft's web server that runs on Windows NT platforms. IIS is 
easy to handle as it is tightly integrated with the operating system. Unlike Apache and 
Netscape's Web servers, IIS can only run Windows NT platforms. 
US is a group of Internet servers with additional capabilities for Microsoft's 
Windows 2000 and above operating ystem softwar . It provide both FTP erver 
and web server capability. omputer with II can create web page u ing 
Microsoft's Front Page and other tools. 
2. 7.5 Web Development Software 
2.7.5.1 Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 
With Macromedia Drearnweaver and it WYSIWYG (What You See ls What You 
ct) envir nm nt, th r wa no more head scratching for those who weren't trained 
pr gramm r ; n more writing HTML by hand for beginners; and no more puzzling 
over crypti line of code The average Web user could design pages even though 
tile had little or no code knowledge. It's intuitive and have flexible visual authoring 
c11viro11111c11t, Roundtrip I ITML, and support for Dynamic HTML. 
I i eamwcavcr X, available for Macintosh and Windows, was r ·I as ·cl i11 
o.,(1111111 'I 2002 ;\11d !'01 th· li1sl 1i111 ·, d ·-;i 111 'IS, I ·v .lop 'IS n11d jll\\,1t:11111ll 'IS c:111 










whether it's build with HTML, XHTML, XML, web services, ColdFusion, ASP.NET, 
ASP, JSP or PHP. In Dreamweaver MX, Macromedia has combined the functionality 
of what in the past had been three separate products: the visual layout tools of 
Dreamweaver, the rapid web application features of Dream weaver UltraDev; and the 










Chapter 3 Methodology 
The model that had chosen for this project is waterfall with rapid prototyping model. 
This model is a combination result of waterfall model and rapid throwaway 
prototyping model. 
3.3 Waterfall with prototyping model 
Waterfall with prototyping model is depicted in Figure 3. I. The requirements, 
system de ign and program desiun in waterfall 111 dcl is int grated with prototyping to 
improve system understanding. /\ prototype i rt of a toy vcr ion of the yst rn. It's 
developed in a low cost and short tim to explore po ibilitie and confirm the 
requirements. Aside from enabling developers to capture accurate requirements, this 
will also allow client to have an early view on the system (Sellappan, 2000; 
Sommerville, 2001 ). 
Many other model are ernbelli hed from this ho en model, as it provide : 
• implicity of explanati n 
• ,ystematic and organized 
• make explicit which intermediate products are necessary to begin the next 
phase 
Accordine to Paul Wernick, with this model, the requirements are prototyped, and 
developers will conduct a fast design and implementation, followed by a qui .k test 
Th· ·Ii ·11ts ti! .n ·;11111s ·th· pi otoryp ·<ts <111 .xp ·ri111 ·111 I u: i11.• this l''il vi i1n ·111, 









references. The information will be added to the requirements, and perhaps process 
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Fizurc 3.1: \Vaterfall with prototyping model 
Requirement Analysis 
I urinu this phase, all the requirements of the system are gathered and prototyped. 
This is to ensure that the requirements gathered are practical and feasible. The 
rcquit crncnls for the Pl3L facilitator are collected via the side interviews 11·0111 several 
stud ·nts of'FSKTM, 111 st of whom have cxpcricn din parti ·ipati11' PHI. 
discusxion« Ir t he I .quircm 'Ills w 'f • prov '11 i 11;1d '(Jll:ll • ()I' fl()! l)f (I 'I il'ili, f 1.'\/lSl( fl.' 









previous paper works and web sites that are relevant to the system and definitely more 
interviews. 
System Design 
In this phase, the designs of PBL facilitator were outlined to put all parts into a 
workable system. This includes the system structure, database, interface, and process 
designs. The prototyping is embedded during this system to assess alternative design 
strategies and decide which is the best for the project. 
Program Dcsien 
In this phase, the designing appr ach of PBL facilitator i defined and the system is 
divided into 8 modules that were further broken into several sub modules. Every 
program is planned and structured before coding phase. 
Coding 
Thi phase consists of turning th p udocode into language interpretable by the 
machine. The programming languages used are PHP, HTML, Javascript, C++ and 
M qi qu ry language. The coding is generated and modified using Macromedia 
Dream caver MX. 
l ln it and lurcgration Testing 
111 this phase, all th· cod ·d programs w •1 • ·v<ilual .d <111d I ·st ·cl This , l\S io ·11su1\.' 










tested for its efficiencies and stabilities. All errors and faulty were discovered during 
this period 
System Testing 
The PBL facilitator was tested as a whole system in this phase. The system was tested 
with sample data and then verification and validation processes was conducted. The 
system was validated to ensure that the system has implemented all the requirements; 
so that each system function can be traced back to a particular requirement in the 
specification. This is to ensure that the developer is building the right product 
according to the specifications. The verificati n t th system is c nducicd t 
that each function works correctly and to determine the quality or the implementation. 
Acceptance Testing 
In acceptance testing, the users got to test the system with actual data. The users then 
evaluated and commented on PBL facilitator' performance. 
Operation and Maintenance 
/\ this ystem i fairly imple to use, majority of users of the system; student weren't 
riven training. Facilitators however, were given simple briefing (written or oral) 
about the sy tcrn.: hile admini trators were trained on how to use and maintain the 
system. ser manual were also produced and from this stage onward, it's system 










3.2 Requirements Gathering 
As stated during requirements analysis, users' requirements are collected via 
interviews to students of Faculty of Science Computer and Information Technology, 
University of Malaya. Most of them are final year students whom have experience in 
PBL courses. 
From the interviews, what the users wants can basically compiled into 5 criteria: 
I. The system must be user friendly, interesting and easy to use. 
2. Facilitator must be around to supervisor and response to student's inquiries, 
though not necessarily in real time. 
3. The system mu tallow performance cvaluati 11 during dis .ussion scssi ns. 
4. The sy tern mu t be secure. 
5. The system must have fa t response time. 
3.4 Fact Finding 
To do this project, a lot of inf rrnation is ne ded as reference and project's contents. 
The information i gathered via several methods: 
I. Internet earching 
') Reading material 
.> Re earche 
'"'- I iscu sion with friends 










There is information about anything you can think of on the Internet. There are more 
than millions of web site on the Internet that contain information in various formats; 
text, images, video, audio and animation. Almost every topic that has been discussed 
in this report was referenced on the articles and documents that were found on the 
Net. The search engine that is used as the information retrieval tool for this project is 
Yahoo' 
Yahoo! can be accessed at htH?.://'0r~:Y.~,y~bQ.Q,_QQD1 
However, it is most important to know the correct way in retrieving 
information via the tool that's being used. Au er has to use the correct combination 
of keyword and operator to get the right inf' rmation. Otherwise, the information 
retrieved would be out of the desired scope with broader sc pc of information, or it 
will return the wrong information altogether. 
Several of the keywords that were used in order to look up for information 
used in this project were: 
I. "waterfall with prototyping model' - this query returns list Clinks to 
documents and web sites that ar relevant to waterfall with prototyping model. 
2. "Apache' - thi quer r turns Ii ts of web sites that contains information 
regarding Apache web ser er. 
'PBL" - this query returns lists of web sites that contain information about 
problern-ba ed learning. 
1:xis1ing onlinc systems that are related to this project were also accessed. The 
purpose is to identify COl1111101l features and chara ·t •risti 'S 01',1ood \V •h sit 'S. \ ·b 









identify the factors that interest users and characteristics of well-managed on line 
discussions. 
Several of the systems are: 
1. bHP../!.ww.w,php_p_~\iJ~i_c:;r..~~Q!.D. - this web site hosts the latest information about 
php and owns a very active community that interacts via forums provided to 
discuss problems and solutions about php on everything. 
2. http://www.webmastenvorld.com - this web site hosts public and private 
forums for independent system web developers for news and discussion. 
Reading material 
The reading material referred for thi project n ists f the reference book that 
were borrowed from the UM Library and al the developer's. cveral of the books 
were: 
I. Software Engineering by Dr. P. Sellappan (200 I) 
2. System Analysis and Design Methods by Jeffrey L. Whitten, Lonnie D. 
Bentley and Kevin C. Dittman 
3. Professional PHP Programmins by J su astagnetto, Harish Rawat, Sascha 
humann, Chri collo and Deepak Veliath. 
The book \ ere important, as they were sorely needed in helping developer to 
understand and al o to provide insight in how to conduct system development, and 
helping i11 tile coding and database querying. 
Mo1 • reference were done based on the notes ofthe courses that the develop 'r's 
had tak ·11 in previous s .mcsicrs, s ich as Database and lutonuation R .sour .c 









report writing that can be downloaded from the faculty's web site, as it provides the 
basic and important guideline in writing the report. 
Researches 
Researches were conducted on projects and thesis by past year FSKTM's students. 
All the reports are available in the Document Room at the faculty. The purpose of the 
researches is to have examples, guidelines and ideas on building a good online PBL 
classrooms and fro the report writing. Most of the thesis that were referred to were the 
ones that are relevant to the PBL facilitator system. 
There were three theses from many that were found most relevant: 
I. PBL Information System by Nich las Barau Eddy (2003/2004) 
2. e-Forum by Suresh Kaliadas (2003/2004) 
3. Online Meeting System by Ong Yu Kheng (2003/2004) 
Although the scope and definition of the theses are not the same as PBL facilitator, 
they provide useful information related to the requirements and designs for the 
y tern. For example, they provide good examples on the modules that are necessary 
in web ites that enable communication and collaborative discussions 
Discussion with Friends 
Discussions with friends were often held about reports and projects. Weaknesses and 
·rrors were pointed to each other and advices were freely given. Discussions were 









Discussion with Supervisor 
Discussions with the project supervisor, Mrs. Kiran Kaur a/p Gurmit Singh was 
mostly held at her office at the faculty once a week, otherwise via email. Everything 
about this project, from the report writing, to the system development was discussed. 
From her, the clearest information about how to successfully built the system was 
gathered. She guided and gave advice on what is best for the project, and corrects 










Chapter 4 System Analysis 
4.1 Requirements Analysis 
According to Sommerville (2001) requirements of a system are descriptions of 
services that are required and constraints on operation and development of the system. 
Requirements analysis answers the question, "What do users need and want from the 
new system?" not on the how (Whitten et al, 2002). The requirements are established 
after consultation with user through requirement engineering process. Requirements 
engineering is a process of finding out, analysing, documenting and checking the 
requirement . lt i a very important phase as rror at requirements analysis phase 
could cause problems in the system design and implementation pha e. 
The requirements are sometimes not easy to verify. This is because u er 
sometimes cannot determine what they really wants, and sometimes they are not 
consistent in their demands. 
There are two types of requirements that will be covered in this chapter: 
1. Functional requirements 
2. Non-functi nal requirements 
4. l.1 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirements of the system describe the services and activities PBL 
lacilitutor must provide, the way the system should react to certain inputs and the 
wa the system should behave in certain situations. The requirements should be 









that that the definitions should not be contradictory (Sommerville, 2001; Whitten et al 
2002). 
The functional requirements of the system are: 
Log In Module 
Log In module enable user to log in into the system, and logging out of the system 
The system will perform authentication process to determine authorization status 
before admitting a user (facilitator or student) into the system. Whenever a user logs 
on to the system, the system will record the time, period and date of entry. This 
module also enable u er to change pas sword and inquire for passw rd hould a user 
forgotten or lost his password. 
1. User Log In 
a. The system should enable user to log in using a user ID and a 
password. 
b. The system should be able to identify in which course(s) a student or a 
facilitator belongs and authorized to access. 
1. tud nts and facilitators are only authorized to access into the 
cla srooms in which they are registered. 
c. The sy tem should prompt a message if user input wrong user lD, 
pas word and course match. 
2. Change Password 









3. Password Enquiry 
a. The system should enable user to enquiry for their password should 
they forgotten their password. 
b. The system should be able to immediately post the password to the 
enquirer automatically via email. 
4. Log In Entry 
a. The system should be able to record the date and time whenever a user 
access into the system 
Group Mana zeruent Module 
This module enables the system to automatically a sign tudents randomly into 
groups of fixed size after all students of any clas room have be n registered. 
1. Group Assignment 
a. The system should be able to automatically assign students into groups 
of fixed size in random. 
2. rcate Discussion Rooms 
a. Th ystem should be able to create discussion rooms for registered 
courses. 
1. The number of discussion rooms for a course is according to 










This module enables students' performance evaluation during discussions. The system 
will capture students' responses in discussions and do evaluation based on the 
information captured and posts the transcript and the evaluation result to the 
facilitator(s) of the course in charge. Discussion group members are also able to 
evaluate each other. Student can view the evaluation result after a discussion session 
has ended. 
1. System Evaluation 
a. The system should be able to capture the number or response of each 
discu sion member during a di cus ion sessi 11 and evaluate each 
student's performance based on the number of re pon e of that 
particular student. 
b. The system should be able to post the evaluation result to the 
facilitator(s) of the course in charge. 
c. The system should instantly display the evaluation result to the student 
after the discussion session has ended. 
2. Transcript Record 
a. The ystem should be able to record transcript of discussion and post it 
to the facilitator(s) of the course 
3. Peer Evaluation 
a. Tile system should enable members or a discussion to evaluate ca h 










b. The system should allow the members of a discussion to view the peer 
evaluation. 
Discussion Rooms Module 
This module handles groups' discussion rooms. The module will enable the system to 
identify which students belong to which groups and identify which students are 
allowed to enter a discussion room as guest and which students are members of a 
discussion room and can participate in the discussion Facilitator(s) are also able to 
interfere and participate in discussions in a classroom that the facilitator is in charge 
of. 
1. Message board 
a. The sy tern should be able to allow member of a discus ion room to 
posts messages on the room's message board during a discu 1011 
session. 
2. Discussion Room 
a. The sy tern hould be able to display user lD of members, facilitators 
and gu t that enter a discussion room. 
3. Access authorization 
a. The system should be able to identify the members of a particular 









1. The students should be allowed to enter the room and 
participate in any discussion held in the room and labelled as 
'Member'. 
b. The system should be able to identify students that are not members of 
a particular discussion room. 
1. The students should be allowed to enter the discussion room 
labelled as 'Guest' and can only view the discussion held but 
cannot participate. 
c. The system should be able to identify the facilitators and labelled them 
as 'Facilitator'. 
1. The facilitators arc allowed t enter all the di cus 1011 rooms 
and interfere. 
Administrator module 
This module enables administrator(s) to manage the registration of faci I itators. The 
administrator will be able to update the data in the system's database and posts notice 
on the system to the system users. Th module also enable administrator to terminates 
a cla sroom or the membership of a clas member if found necessary. Administrator 
canals regi tern w administrators. However, new administrators do not need to 
on!irm their registration 
I. Administrator's Tools 
a Tile system should be able to allow administrator to update the data in 
tile system's database. 










a. the system should be able to allow facilitators to assign case studies to 
groups. 
b. the system should be able to allow facilitators to post messages on 
classroom's notice boards. 
c. the system should be able to allow facilitators to upload documents, 
feedbacks and links on the system. 
d. the system should enable facilitators to terminate a student's 
membership if found necessary. 
Student Module 
This module allows students to po t me sages on cla room's main me sage board 
and uploads documents like question's answers on the system. 
1. Student's Tools 
a. the system should be able to allow students to post messages on the 
classroom's main me sage board. 
b. the system should be able to allow students to upload documents on the 
sy t m. 
User Register 
This modul enables user to confirm their registration. Administrator registers 
administrators and facilitators, and facilitators register students. Users need to input 










1. User Register 
a. the system should be able to allow user to confirm user's registration 
on the system. 
1. The system should allow user to create a username and change 
the password given by the system. 
11. The system should allow user to input their details. 
4.1.2 Non-functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements are requirements that are not directly concerned to the 
services Pl3L Facilitator pr vid s. 111 lead, they des ribc 11 other features, 
characteristics, and constraints that define the system (Whitten et al, 2002). 
The non-functional requirements of the system are defined as followed: 
User friendliness 
The system must be asy to understand and user friendly, without appearing too 
formal an environment. Thi is very important, as one of the purposes of the system is 
t pr vide an alternative environment for discussion. And the system mustn't be 
intimidating in order to encourage students to actively participate in the system. 
The y tem hould also be able to handle errors such as wrong input from 
users. The system must be able to accommodate any level of user, from the secondary 










Ease of Use 
The system must be very easy to understand that minimal trainings are required for 
the administrators and possibly no trainings at all for the users. 
Language 
The language must be written in a way that can be understood by all non-technical 
users. The best choice of language for PBL Facilitator is probably English. The 
information on the system that is provided by the system such as instructions mustn't 
include any jargons to avoid any possible confusion among users. 
Availability 
The system must be reliable and not cause unncce sary and unplanned downtime. 
Security 
The system must also be secure from unauthorized access. And the security of the 
data must be confirmed. 
Error Detection 
Th y tem mu t be able to detect whenever an error occur and prompt a message to 
alert tile u er or the administrator. 
Efficiency 










All the transactions must be done in a reasonable period of time. The transactions 
include the registration process, message posting, file uploading and several others. 
Expendability 
The system must be able to be upgraded and modified in order to accommodate the 
changes in future development. 
Scalability 
The system must be able to provide the capability to migrate a a client or a server to 
a machine of lesser or grater power depending upon the requirements, with little r no 
changes at all to the components. 
Link 










4.2 Hardware Requirements 
4.2.1 Developer 
T bl 4 l D d ' I d a e .. eve oper s an user s tar ware requirement 
Minimum requirements Suggested requirements 
Intel Pentium I Processor ( l 66MHz) Intel Pentium 4 Processor (2.8GHz) 
64MB SDRAM 256 MB SDRAM 
5 GB hard disk 40 GB hard disk 
Windows 98 Windows )(P 
4.2.2 User 
Minimum requirement 
• Intel Pentium 2 Processor with _,oo MHz or above 
• 64 MB SDRAM or above 










4.3 Software Requirements 




• Development tools like Microsoft FrontPage/Macromedia 
Dreamwea ver/N otepad 
• IE 4.0 browser or above 
4.3.2 User 
Minimum requirements: 









Chapter 5 System Design 
The system design was built on the knowledge obtained from the analysis phase. It 
focused on the logical and physical aspects of the system (Sellappan, 2000). 
5.1 Database Design 
The name of the database chosen for this system is PBL Facilitator. And there are yy 
basic tables in PBL Facilitator. The tables are: 
I. Table name: Temporary Facilitator 
Function: Administrator approves facilitator's apply for membership. The table will 
only store the data sent by facilitator via the online form, and the password and 
username generated by the system. All the data will be stored in tis table until the 
application has been approved and the facilitator has confirmed his r.egistration. 
Table 5.1: Temporary_Farilitator data dictionary table 
Field name Data Type Size Key Description 
user Name varchar 11 Username generated by system to be 
used to confirm registration. 
uscrPword varchar 8 Password generated by the system to 
- -- 
be used to confirm registration. 
email varchar 120 User's email address - 
Institute varchar 80 Institute where the facilitator from or 
teaches 
- 
Faculty varchar 80 Faculty where the facilitator from --- - 
No int 3 primary sequence number of unregistered 
facilitator - ---- - - - 
1\ppSt<ttus char l The status of the applicarion. 
·y' approved, ·N' not a pprov xl. 










2. Table name: Temporary_Student 
Function: Facilitator registers students. The table will store data about the student 
given via the online from by the facilitator. The system generate username and 
password that are given to the facilitator to be given to the student. The data will be 
stored until the student has confirmed his registration, and then they will be deleted. 
Table 5.2: TemporaryStudent data dictionary table 
Fieldname Data Type Size Key Description 
user Name varchar 11 Username generated by system to be 
used to confirm registration. ·- 
userPword varchar 9 Password generated by the system to 
be used to confirm registration. 
Course TD varchar 9 Code of the course registered to. 
Group No int 3 Student's assigned group number. 
Fucultyf D varchar 80 Faculty's ID where the student from 
3. Table name: Logln_Entry 
Function: store date and time each time a user logs into the system. 
Table 5.3: LoglnEnrry data dictionary table 
Field name Data Type Size Key Description 
userfD varchar 9 User's user TD 
DateEntry date The date of the entry. 
Tirne[n time The time when the student logs in. 
TimcOut date The time when the student logs out. 
The defaul value is: 00:00:00 
No int 
... primary The number of each wntry in .) 
sequence. 










Table 5.4: Administrator data dictionary table 
Field name Data Type Size Key Description 
Adm ID varchar 9 pnmary Administrator's user ID 
Adm Email varchar 120 Administrator's email address 
AdmAltEmail varchar 120 Administrator's alternate email 
address 
Adm Name varchar 75 Administrator's foll name. 
5. Table name: Facilitator 
Function: store data about the registered facilitators in the ·ystem. 
Table 5.5: Facilitator data dictionary table 
Fieldnamc Data Type Size Key 1 cscripiion 
-- 
FID varchar 9 Facilitator's user ID 
FName varchar 75 Facilitator's full name. 
- - - -- 
FEmail varchar 120 Facilitator's emaill address. 
FAltEmail varchar 120 Facilitator's alternative email address 
Faculty TD int 3 Faculty's TD where the facilitator 
from. 
6. Table name: Student 
Function: store data about the registered students in the system. 
Table 5.6: Student data dictionary table 
- 
Field name Data Type Size Key Description 
St ID varchar 9 pnmary Student's user ID 
St Name varchar 75 Student's full name. 
St Email varchar 120 Student's email! address. 
St 1\ltEmail varchar 120 Student's alternative email address - - --- 
Facul: ·II i Ill 3 Faculty's ID where the student from. - - 










7. Table name: Uaser Password 
Function: store all users' username and password. 
Table 5.7: User_Password data dictionary table 
Field name Data Type Size Key Description 
UserID varchar 9 primary User's user lD 
UserPw varchar 8 User's password 
Status char I User's status. 'A '=administrator, 
'F'=Facilitator, 'S'=student. 
LogStatus char I User's status whether currently 
logged in or not. 'Y'=yes, 'N'=not. 
Default value is 'N'. 
8. Table name: User Course 
Function: store data which students registered to which course. 
Table 5.8: User Course data dictionary fable 
Field name Data Type Size Key Description 
UserID varchar 9 User's user rD 
Course ID varchar 9 The course the student registered to. 
UserStatus varchar I User's status. 'A'=administrator, 
· F'r=Facilit at Dr, 'S '=student. 
9. Table name: Course 
Fun .tion: "tore data about the courses registered in PBL Facilitator. 
Table 5.9: Course data dictionary table 
N11111ber ofstudem s registered into 
the class. 
Number of 1\1 ·ilitalors r ·gi:1 .r ·d intt' 
I Ji' ·i;1:.' 
l'ill' d:ll\' till' ('i:1.".' \\:I." I l't\i.'lt'l l'd 
I In· Ii ii I 1;: 1111 l · n I' t It l' · ( 1tt1 . r 
·------- - 
----- 
CoursclO varchar 9 --- - 
umOJSI int 3 
N 1mOIF int .) 
I I I al ·( ·1 •at ·d I d:il l' 
Cou1: .Nam · 
I v.u ·ii:11 j 7) 
----4-·--· -- 
The course the student registered It'. 
Ficldnarnc Data Type Size Key Description 









FacultID mt 3 Faculty's ID where the course's 
members from. 
MaxPGroup int 2 Maximum of student in a group. 
Creator varchar 9 Facilitator's ID whom registered the 
course. 
10. Table name: Faculty 
Function: store data about the faculties that the system's users are from. 
Table 5.10: Faculty data dictionary table 
Fieldname Data Type Size Key Description 
Faculty TD int 3 primary Faculty's ID. 
Faculty varchar 80 The name or the faculty. 
Institute varchar 80 The name of the institute. 
11. Table name: Adm Noticeboard 
Function: store the annoncements that the administrator posted on the systc's 
interface. 
Table 5.11: Adm_Noticeboard data dictionary table 
Field name Data Type Size Key Description 
No int 
-. primary The number of announcements in 
sequence. 
Message text The announcement. 
Location char I The location of the announcement. 
'L'<lozin page 'F'=facilitator's 
0 0' 
page, 'C'=main page. 
Last Updated date The date when the announcement 
-- 
was last updated. 
Timct.lpdntcd time The time it was last updated. 










Table 5.12: Adm_EmailReport data dictionary table 
Field name Data Type Size Key Description 
No int 3 primary The number of posts in sequence. 
Date Send date The date the post was posted. 
TimeSend time The time it was sent. 
Subject varchar 25 The subject of the post. 
FromAddress varchar 120 User's email address. 
13. Table name: <courseID> _disctranscript 
Function: store data about the discussions held by the students. 
Each course will have this table. Example: course wxes3 l 8 l will have a 
wxes318 l _disctranscript table. 
Table 5.13: <courselD> _disctranscript data dictionary table 
field name DataType Size Key Description 
Group No int ') The number or the group. 
DatePosted date The date the discussion was held. 
TimePosted time The time the discussion was started. 
DiscNo int 3 The number of discussion. 
Pdf char 1 The status of the transcript, whether 
it has beenconvcned into pdf 
document. 'Y'r=vcs, 'N'=no. 
Link varchar 75 The link to the pdf document (if it 
has been converted) 
I LI. Table name: <course ID> evaluation 
Function: store data about the evaluations of a discussion. 
Each course will have this table. Example course wxes l 181 will have a 
w .cs : 181 evaluation table 
Table 5.14: <cnurxcl D> _<.•val11alio11 data <lirlionary mblc 









Disc No int 2 The number of the discussion. 
UserTD varchar 8 Student's user ID 
Faes Eva int 2 Facilitator's evaluation result. 
Sysr Eva int 2 System's evaluation result. 
I 5. Table name: <courseTD> _groupassignment 
Function: store data about the uploaded documents relating to students' assignment. 
Each course will have this table. Example: course wxes3 I 8 I will have a 
wxes3 I 8 I _groupassignment table. 
Table 5.13: <courscID> _groupassignmrnf data dictionary fable 
Fieldnarne DataType Size Key Description 
No int 2 The number of the document -- - - - - -- - 
GroupNo int 2 The number of the group. 
File Title varchar 75 ·1 he given title or the document. 
FileLink varchar 75 The link to the document. 
TypeOfDoc char I The category of the document. 
'A'<solution, 'Q'=situation, 
'(?=group's solution, 'F'<leedback. 
User ID varchar 8 The user whom uploaded the file. 
Opt Name varchar 20 Optional name for the file. 
16. Table name: <courselD> Links 
function: store data about the links on the course's classroom. 
ca .h course will have this table. Example: course wxes318 I will have a 
wxcs» 181 Links table. 
Table 5.16: <courselD> Links data dictionary table - . 
Field 11a111c DataType Size Key Description 
() j l1 t The number otthc link. --- ---- - 
Fil vat char 8 facilitator's II whom add edd the link 
I ,i1 k'f'itl. V;\I CIJ<ll I - Th· titl · ofrh . link . - ') 
! I .i 11 k V:JI ·Ji;11 7 '1 IH' link ( 111 J) 









sites, 'D'=documents or files. 
Descrpt text Description of the link. 
17. Table name: <courseID> _listgroup 
Function: store list of groups in a course. 
Each course will have this table. Example: course wxes3 181 will have a 
wxes3 181 _listgroup table. 
Table 5.17: <course ID> _listgroup data dictionary table 
Fieldname Data Type Size Key Description 
GroupNo int 2 The number or the group. -- - 
DiscStatus char I The status 01'1hc group. Whether in 
discussion or not. 'Y'r=vcs, 'N'=no. 
Total Member int I Number or students in the group. 
Default valuc=O. - 
18. Table name: <courseTD> _messageboard 
Function: store data about the messages posted on the classroom's message board. 
Each course will have this table. Example: course wxes l IS I will have a 
w:xcs"' 18 l_me sageboard table. 
Table 5.18: <coursdD> _messageboa1·d data dictionary table 
Field name Data Type Size Key 
Mcssauc text 
- 
McmberlD varchar 8 
Timcl'ostcd time - 
I atcl'osicd date 
No Iloat 3.?..I 
' Mss •Titl • ' varchar 75 
R ·pli ·: i 11 I 
I 
( • < irrspmd' 1·<1 I ', I : 11oal 
Description 
The message posted. 
The user ID or the poster 
!----------- ~- -- 
The time it was posted 
~l~1c d~c it was posted 
The number ofthe mcssauc 
Th title ofth · p<1st. 
'lhc 1111111l>L·r pl' rrpliL'-' 1(11 1 hl' p< 1st: 
I) ·l':i11l1 v;d11v ll 
I Tlll' llllllllh't \ll' t hl· I)\) 'I I h1 l\11 I h.11 it 










corresponds to. ff it itself is a thread, 
I 1 
then the value=O.O. 
19. Table name: <courseID> noticeboard 
Function: store the announcements posted by the facilitators on the classroom 
noticeboard. 
Each course will have this table. Example: course wxes3 18 l will have a 
wxes3 18 l noticeboard table. 
Table 5.19: <course ID> _noticeboard data· dictionary table 
Field name Data Type Size Key Description 
- 
No int The number or the not ice. - ---- _,_ 
Message text The notice. 
FID varchar 8 Facilitator's ID whom posted the 
---- post 
DatePosted date The date it was posted. 
TimePosted timw The time it was posted. 
Location char l The ](.)catitHl it was posted. 'M'=the 
main page of the classroom's page, 
or 'x'= the Discussion Room 'x' 
(x=one of the group numbers) 
20. Table name: <courselD> _complaint 
Function: store complaints/comments from student to facilitator. 
Each ours will have this table. Example: course wxesJ 181 will have a 
w .cs 181 complaint table. 
Table 5.20: <courscf D> _complaint data dictionary table 
I licldn.unc --- DataTypc Size Key Descri pl ion 
I i 1 ( l int 3 The number <'r 1 he complaint 
I ( 'rn1ipl<1in1 
- 
\ L ·xt Th· ·ornplainl 
< 'n11111l;1111t'l rlt • va: ·h;11 
., . T Ii • I j t I ' 0 j' l il ' l' \l Ill l' I: I j 11 I 









TimePosted time The time it was posted. 
St JD varchar 8 Student's JD whom posted the 
complaint. 
21. Table name: <courseID> _peerevaluation 
Function: store peers' evaluation for each discussion session. 
Each course will have this table. Example: course wxes3 18 I will have a 
wxes3 181 _peerevaluation table. 
Table 5.21 <courselD> _peen•valuation data dictionary table 
Ficldnarne Data Type Size Key Description 
DiscNo i Ill 
.., The number or the discussion . 
- ---- - - 
Members varchar 9 User II whom did the evaluation. 
Member I char 2 The student's ID that was evaluated. 
This lick\ d pends Oil the number or 
students per group of a course. If the 
number is 3, then there arc 2 more 
fields; Member2 and Mcrnber3. 
22. Table name: <courseID> <TheNumberOfDiscussion> 
Function: store data transcript· recorded during a discussion session. If administrator 
converted the transcripted into .pdf document, then this table will be automaticaly 
d letcd. 
Each discussion will have this table. Example: course wxes.l I 8 l and discussion 
number 8, will have a wxes l 181_8 table. 
Table 5.22: <coursel D> _grouopassignmrnt data dfrtionary tab Ir 
l 111ll11 





Description Fi .lduamc Key 
Tile scqucn .c <'r responses. 
Tl: ·user\ 11 \\'IH1111 p<1:tL'd 1h1..' 
1 t':.;po11:;l· 











5.2 System Structure 
As described in Introduction and System Analysis, PBL Facilitator is divided into 8 
modules. Each module is divided into one or more functions as can be seen from the 
structures below. 
PBL Facilitator 
i i i 
Student Administrator Facilitator User Register 
,r i. •Ir 
,i, 
Log In I 
Group Management Evaluation Discussion Room 
Figure 5.1: PBL Facilitator structure 
The Log In module enable user to log in and logging out of PBL Facilitator. The 
system performs authentication process to determine authorization status before 
admitting a user (facilitator or student) into the system. This module also enable user 
to change password for security purposes and inquire administra.tor for password 
retrieval should a user forgotten or lost his pa word. And the system will record the 








[Change l'assword_ Log I 11 Entry 









Group Management module is divided into two main functions. The sub module 
Group Assign is responsible for automatically assigning students of a course into 
groups of fixed size by the facilitator after a facilitator registered a course. Another 
sub module as in Figure 5.3 will automatically generate a discussion room for each 
group 
Group Management 
Group Assignment Create Discussion Rooms 
Figure 5.3: Group Management structure 
Evaluation module is responsible in evaluating student's performance after a 
discussion. The system captures students' responses in discussions and does 
evaluation based on the numbers of responses and posts the evaluation result to 
student and also facilitator. The discussion transcript is recorded and saved for 
facilitator's personal evaluation. Student can view the evaluation result after a 
discussion session has ended and group members are also able to evaluate each other. 
ystcm valuation Transcript Record Peer Evaluation 
Evaluation 
Figure 5.4: Evaluation module structure 
iscussion Rooms 1110dul · lw1 dl ·s gro rps' dis .usxiou rou111s Th module will ·11:1bk 









students are allowed to enter a discussion room as guest and which students are 
members of a discussion room via the Access Authorization sub module. Message 
Board sub module allows message posting in the room. Facilitator(s) are also able to 
interfere and participate in discussions in a classroom that the facilitator is in charge 
of. And users in a discussion room can also see other users in the room via the last sub 
module, Discussion Room. 
Discussion Rooms 
Message Board Discussion Room Acee s Authorization 
Figure 5.5: Discussion Rooms structure 
Administrator module consists of three sub modules. With Register Facilitator, 
administrator(s) are able to manage the register facilitators The administrator will be 
able to update the data in the system and posts notices on the system to the sy tern 
users with Administrator's Tools. The la t sub module as in Figure 5.6 below also 
enable administrator to terminate a classroom or the membership of a class member 
if found neces ar . 
Adrnini trator' Tools Classroom Membership Register Facilitator 
Administrator 
t i 









Facilitator module allows facilitator(s) to register courses and students with the 
Register Courses sub module. The second module (Facilitator's Tools) enable 
facilitator to assign question to groups, post messages on classroom notice boards, 
upload documents or links on the system and terminate a student's membership if 
found necessary. 
Facilitator 
Register Courses Facilitator's Tools 
Figure 5. 7: Facilitator module structure 
There's only one sub module in the Student module. The Student's Tools are allows 
students to post messages on classroom's main message board and upload documents 




Figure 5.8: Student structure 
User Register allows users (facilitators and students) to confirm their registration after 
tile administrators or facilitators register them. Administrators register facilitators 
while students arc by facilitators. To confirm their registration, users need to a cess 
thc : ·gistrC1tio11 function 011 the syst 'Ill wit Ii tli password ,'iv •11 hy the systc111 a11 I 











Figure 5.9: User Register structure 
5.2.1 Data Flow Diagram 
Data Flow Diagram or DFD is a technique used for understanding the business logic 
and for communication with others (u crs, programmers and sy tern analysts). It 
models the logical or conceptual functions needed to perform the various business 
functions. It is more on what needs to be done, rather than how it will be done. 
There are four basic symbols for drawing a DFD. The symbols represent external 
entities, data stores, processes and data flows. 
Table 5.17: Symbols in a DFD 
ymbol Name Represent 
Facilitator External Entity 














5.2. l.1 Student's DFD 






Messages & user ID & File name & 
I 
,., Date Link to file 
File & Filename J Display . Filename & Date ~ 
I 
' 
File & File name & Link to file 
Upload file into 
. Update file link . 
server in database '- 
Figure 5.10: Student: DFD 
5.2. l.2 User Register's DFD 
Details & new username & new password 
/ 
I User I 
. Confirm user 




PBL Facilitator ' I I Details & new username & new password 
Figure 5.l l: User Register DFD 
5.2. 1.3 Group Management 
L tudents' matric numbers . 
Assign students Fa ilitaior .. '- 
m groups Numb ~t ,,. & stu '- 
/ '\ 
Discussion rooms' details 
Discussion rooms' details 
Generate 
I Pl31, - discussion rooms Facilitator . 
er of groups 
dents 10 









5.2.l.4 Log In's DFD 
I Display I~ 1- Oser TD & status l Jser TD Record period of . .. system access 
Determine I Administrator I status accessible ~ (!) 
I I 
'" cou rses / +-' 
User User ID & 
ro 
Q 
User ID password ... / ~ (!) 
User ID & password . E Verify password ,___ ·- .. E--< 
status - and user level ~ , Q ... i - status \...., 
'---- User ID & old pa sword 
(!) 
V) 
& new password status . I / . User ID & password ; I l PBL_Facilitator 
Edit user 
password 
User ID & old password & new password i 
status r User ID 
, .. 
User TD & email password . 
User Look up for - 
password 
.~ , 
I . . 
User ID & email & nassword Generate email 
email to member 










process ~ .. 
Member 
~ 
Evaluation result PBL Facilitator 
Response Evaluation result 
/ 
Number of response 
Record responses per group member Evaluation 
'-- 
process Link & 
l Responses Response Evaluation result Title 
r: " Ir 
Facilitator 
I ' Generate document 
to record the Document & 
title 
. Upload document 
responses into server 
\. 
Update document - 







Figure 5.14: Evaluation DFD 









User ID & status 
status n-rBL F .1. 1-- ------1<-- --------11 _ • ac1 1tator 
Determine status - 
or user User ID & group number 









5.2.l.7 Adrninistrator'» DFD 








...... ·~ ro ...... 
ff) <, 
announcement . 
Add, delete or modify 
announcement Membership 
\. displaved ~ status 
CoursclD - -.._ - .. 
status 
User ID & Course 10 - Delete . Membership 
\. 









5.2.1.8 Facilitator's DFD 




------------.i:: Assign question 
to groups Question number 
& group number Question number 
& group number 






r/l Notices/message (l) 
E 
Course's details 1 Course's details . 
1 . • Register course , .... I Facilitator 
' 









Display I Display noticcs/rnessaces 
Link Title 
Link & Link Title 
Add, delete or 
edit link 
Course lD or User ID r 
Course lD or I Iser lD 
Terminate user or ~ . Facilitator 
course membership ~-------s-ta-tL-IS-. -------.ir .___ __ _,_ __ 
, 
File & File name / 
.. 
/ 
File & File name & Link to file . Save or delete 
file in server Update file link 
I I 
File name in database 
_Display .. / 
~~------. File & File name & Link to file lJ Pl3L Facilitator 










5.3 Input/Output Design 
As PBL Facilitators involve a real time communication between users, the input 
method for this system is online method. According to P. Sellappan (2000), online 
method is the capture of data at its point of origin in the business and the direct 
inputting of that data to the computer, preferably as soon as possible after the data 
originates 
The advantage of using this method is the immediate availability of the data. 
Since discussion between users is real time, users will need to see responses and new 
messages immediately. This goes with the administrator, where he will be able to 
update necessary data effectively for users purposes, so that information displayed 
will be up to dated. 
Online system includes monitor screen and input devices that are connected to a 
computer system. System user can directly enters the data into the PBL Facilitator as 
soon as user input the data. It's much more easier and interesting as the Guide User 
Interface (GUI) will be used (Sellappan, 2000). 
There are several more advantages of this method: 
l . reduces human interaction: no longer need to see people face to face 
2. data capture is easier, faster, more accurate and less human effort 
data can be processed instantly 
5.3. I Input Design GUI 
Tile input (JlJI must fulfils all these crit ria: 










2. can avoid unnecessary repetitive input 
3. minimize human effort (avoid long sentences, etc) 
4. input only necessary data 
5. if possible, use codes instead of full name for attributes 
6. instructions for inputting data must be clear and precise 
7. data to be input must be sequenced 
Several of the interfaces for data input in PBL Facilitator are depicted in Figure 5.18 
and Figure 5.19. The screen-based controls used are: 
1. text box 
2. radio button 
3. check box 
4. list box 
5. drop-down list 
6. combo box 
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Figure 5.19: Interface for posting messages 
5.3.2 Output Design 
The output for the system is presented using the display screen, CD-ROM or DVD 
and Electronic Output (examples: email and web pages). 
Table 5.18: Out ut method for PBL Facilitator 
Method Description 
Display creen Usage: Output method for user and administrator viewing 
Advantages: 
• interactive 
• works in online, real time transmission through 
widely dispersed network 
• quiet 
• takes advantages of computer capabilities for 
movement within databases and f !es 
• good for frequently accessed, ephemeral messages 
Disadvantages: 
• requires cab I ing and setup space 
• still require printed d >Cu111 '11tntin11 










CD-ROM and Usage: Documentation 
DVD Advantages: 
• large capacity 
• allows multimedia output 
• speedy retrieval 
• less vulnerable to damage 
Disadvantages: 
• expensive 
• more difficult to update 
• more difficult to use on a network 
Electronic Usage: Information access and distribution 
Output ( emai I, Advantages: 
web pages) • reduces paper 
• easy to update 
• can be "broadcast" 
• interactive 
Disadvantages: 
• lower resolution 
• email not conducive to formatting 
• difficult to c nvey context of messages in email 
• need diligent maintenance (web site) 
Source: P. Sellappan (2000) 
Example of GUI for the output design in PBL Facilitator: 
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Figure 5.20: Mcssag('S displayed 011 1111·ssa •1· hoard 









5.4 Interface Design 
There are several types of user interface. GUI or Graphical User Interface is chosen 
for PBL Facilitator as it allows users to communicate easily with the system. GUI 
uses graphics like menus, boxes and windows which can be directly manipulated 
using input device like keyboard and mouse (Sellappan, 2000). 
,. 
According to P. Sellappan (2000), user interface must have these criteria: 
1. User friendly and simple 
2. System navigation must not be too complex and have too many branches 
3. The language must be correct and easy lo understand 
4. Terms used must be simple and consistent 
5. System must not be intimidating or insulting to u er (in words, graphics, 
etcetera) 
6. System must be informative so user should know what to do next 
7. No usage of computer jargons 
8. Avoid abbreviations 
9. The screen display must be consistent 
10. ln truction and information must be clear and displayed effectively to ensure 
u r see them 
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Chapter 6: System Implementation 
System Implemention is defined as converting modules and algorithms designed into 
commands that can be executed using programming languages. System implementation 
in PBL Facilitator involves converting all the modules created as in Chapter 4 into 
commands readable by the computers using programming languages. 
6.1 Progra1nming Languages used in System I mplcmcntariou 
The programming languages used in PBL Facilitator arc: 
I. PHP 
2. HTML 




PHP is the main programming language in the system. It is most important in 
functions that arc important in the system such as connect system to database, create pdf 
document, include source code tile, execute SQL query, create user session, display 









a. connect system to database 
- PHP enables connection towards database. This is important as many important 
data of the system resides in MySql database. 
<')php 
$dbconn = mysql_connect('localhost', 'root', 'newsystern') or 
die ("<p>Connection to database is not successful I"); 
mysql _select_ db('pblfacilitator',$dbconn) or 
die ("<p>Access lo database is not successful l"): 
Figure 6.1 code for connecting system to database 
b. create pdf documents 
- discussion transcripts are required to be converted into pdf documents This is 




require(' . ./pd{hbrary/fpdf.php'): //opening Ipdf function 
$CoursclD = $_POSTl'CourscID'I: // retrieve data from form 
$pdf=ncw FPDF(): 
$pdf- Add Page(): //create new pelf' document 
//Set font 
$pdf->SclTextColor(O,O, I GO): 
Spdf- SdFont('Times','B', I 0): 
//Mo\'e to 8 cm to the right 
Spdf- Ccll(JOO,G,"Course: ".$Coursc!D): // displu; CoursdD 
$pdl'- Outpuu): //display the nc» document 
II the whole coding has been edited for example purpose "> 









c. include source code files 
- sometimes there are too many recurring data in a web page. So, to lessen the 
amount of lines in a page, the data can be saved as an include files whether as a 
.php, .htrnl, .inc or many other types of web page. This lessen the programmer's 
task to write/copy the same code numerous times whether in a same page or in 
many different pages.It is also helpful in hiding important data from users' view. 
for example, dbinfo.php has the code for connecting system to database. It has 
the usernarne and password to access the database and also dbinfo.php is used in 
almost all the pages in the system. /\11 files that ur included in other tiles arc 
stored in a folder named · incfiles '. 
---------- ---· - - - 
I <)µhp 
, includc(" .. /incfilcs/dbinfo.php"): //open connection to 
. II database 
- - - 
Figure 6.3 the code for including dbiufo.php 
d. execute SQL queries 
- SQL queries in PBL Facilitator involves data input from user. So, php provides 










i ncludc(" . ./incfilcsldbin Io. php "); 
$FilcNo = $_POSTl'FilcNo'j; 
$Course1D = $_POSTL'CourseID'I: 
ir (isset($ _POST['dcl'])) { 
Stable = $CourseID. "_Links"; 
Squcry= "delete from Stable where No='$FileNo"'; 
$result= mysql_query($query); 
Squcry I ="select No from Stable order by No"; 
$result I = mysql , quet)($query l ); 
$number! = mysql num rows($result I); - - if~$numbcrl !=0) { II resorting data in ascending order 
$j= l ; II after deletion complete 
for($i=O: $i<$number I; $i++) { 
$Nol $i I = mysql_result($rcsultl ,$i,'No'); 
$query2 ="update Stable set No='$j' where No='$Nol$il"': 
$rcsult2 = mysql_query($query2): 
$j-1 
} 
II retrieve data from Iorm 
II action to delete chosen data 
II query database to 
II delete data based on 
II retrieved data 
'!> 
Figure 6.4 code for deleting data in database 
e. create user session 
- creating user session is important for system's integrity and security. J\ session 
for a user will be created each time a user Jogs into the system. The system will 
also be destroyed whenever the user logs out the system 
<?php 
scssion startf): 
Suscr l D=$ _POST['userlD']; 
unset I ~ogS tat us($11serf D ): 
session unsetf SuserlD); 
session uusctf Suscrl'w); 
session unrcgistcrt" userl D" l; 
session unrcgistcrt" uscrPw" ); 










- the most common usage of PHP is to display output, especially the value of a defined 





II check whether a user is logged in or 
else { 
session_register("userlD" ,"userPw"); //register session 
Suscrdata = chcckuserID($userlD,$userPw): //check whether 
$usernamc = $uscrdatal'UscrfD'J:. // uscrnamc and password 









ma in Pagc($uscrstatus,$uscrnamc ): 
J 
?> 
Figure 6.4 code for creating user session 
f. display output 
variable. 









II end table coding 
<'!php 
for($i=O; $i<$num3; $i++) { // retrieving data from database 
$AdmNamcl$i] == mysql_rcsult($rcs3,$i,'AdmNamc'); 
$AdmID[$il == mysql_rcsult($rcs3,$i,'AdmID'); 
II table coding 





-- --- -- -- - -- - -- 
Figure 6.6 An example of oufpuUing data retrieved from database. The code has 
been edited (shortened) for this example. 
g. upload documents 
- users arc allowed to upload documents for work purposes. tudcnts in PBL 
Facilitator can upload their solutions for situations given by the facilitator (also 
uploaded) in the web site. 
<'1php 
$realnamc == "Group".$GroupNo."_"-$HTTP _POST _FILESl'uscrfih.:' [j'namc'[; 
$path=" . ./Assgnmt_ GroupSol/".$realnilmc; 
includc(" . ./inefilcs/db info. php ''): 
if (is_uploadcd_[ilc($HTTP _POST_FTLESl'userfilc'll 'unp _namc' I)) { 
copy($HTTP _POST _FlLESj'uscrlilc'll'tmp_t1amc'I, C:/PBL_FilcLink/$realname"); 
else { 
echo "Possible file upload attack. Filename: ".HTTP _POST _FlLESl'userfilc'll'namel} 
move _uploaded _file($HTTP _POST_ FILES['userfile'] ['tmp _narne'], 
11 •• I Assgnmt _ GroupSol/$realname" ); 
II further action: save document path and name into database 
?,,, 
Fil!,1irc· 6.7 /\11 example of uploading and copying file into specified folder. The code 
has been edited (shortened) for example purpose. 










Aside from displaying output, in PBL Facilitator, HTML is mainly used for 
interface design and interaction medium between user and system, such as forms. 
a. Interface 
- all of the pages in PBL Facilitator arc constructed using 3 main tables: top 
table, left table and main table(middle). All three tables actually reside in a bigger table. 
Below is an edited example to show the basic layout of the pages. 
<html 
<head 
<tit.lc>f AQs '/tit.I· 
<1php include(" . ./incfilcs/Date11Ti1m:.php"): ·1 <I-output the dynamic time and datc-> 
</head 
<meta buo-cquiv=X'orucnt-Tvpc" eontent="tc:xl/ht.rnL charset.=iso-8859-1" 
</head 
<body background=" .. /imagcs/arctilc.jps"> 
<table width="980" height= l 00% hordcr='O'' ccllspacing="O"> <l= thc main tablc+-> 
<t.r> 
<rd colspan=2 width=980height=119 valign=top> 
<'.1php include(" . ./incfiles/Header.php")~ ·.1></td 
</tr> 
<L the top table -- 
<tr> 
<l=bclow is the second (Jell) table. ft is mainly for navigation bars -- 
<tel width= l 08 Yalign=top><'!php include(" . ./incfilcs/ClassroomLeft.php"t ?><ltd 
<rd width=872 v align=top> 
<!--this is where the middle table resides, it doesn't necessarily --> 
<l=havc to be a table, however it's much more easier to maintain --> 





/h: 111 I.- 











- the tool used for this system is Macrornedia Dreamweaver MX. When creating 
designs or forms, the coding is automatically generated. The forms in the system arc 
programmed either using PHP or HT!vfL. However, it's better if form designs stay in 
HTML coding, as HTML coding can be viewed, where as PHP can't, and thus making 
maintenance work much easier. 
<Yphp //table coding 
echo "<form action=Contact/vdmin.php method=post>"; '!» 
<td colspan="2"> 
input typc='tcxt'' namc=vrccipicnt" sizt:="(i()" maxlcngth="50" </tel 
~11.r 
<tr> 
<tel width="99" height="50" Subject: -/td' 




<id width="99" height="30" valign=Ytop"> Mcssagc:</td> 




• II. I ti . II ·11 I "R. II <td height.="40" align= ng u »<mput type= reset Ya uc= csct </td> 
<td width=" 114" align="cent.cr"><inpul. type=submit" namc="scnd" vnluc='Scnd''> 
<ltd> 
</tr> 
<'?php echo "<zform>"; ''> 
Figure 6.9 an edited example of form design 
6.1.3 C++ 
PHP enables C++ to be embedded in web pages. C++ is useful for looping 











Stable= $Courscf D. "_complaint": 
$qucl ="select* from Stuble": 
$res 1 = mysql_query($que l ): 
Snum l = mysql_num_rows($res l ); 
for($i=O; $i<$num l ; $i++) { 
$Complaint! $i I = mysql _rcsult($rcs l ,$i,'Complaint'); 
$ComplaintTitlel$i] = mysql_result($res l,$i,'Comp!;JintTitlc'); 
$Nol$i J = mysql_result($rcs 1,$i,'No'); 
$DatePosted[$i J = mysql_rcsult($rcs l ,$i,'DatePostcd'); 
S'Firnef'ostcd] $i] = mysql _rcsult($res l ,$i,'TimePosted'): 
$StIDl$i] = mysql_result($res l ,$i,'StID'): 
} 
II above is an example from Complaint.php . It shows that all the rows in the 
II selected table is retrieved. And this requires each data in every column in 
II every row to be treated as array. And this can be achieved using loop for. 
'!> 
l<igurc 6.10 an example for C++ usage in PBL Facilitarer 
6.1.4 .IavaScripr 
JavaScript is mainly used to give feedback to users' action, especially action 
concerning forms. For example, a facilitator may try to start a private discussion rooms 
by clicking a button, and the system will generate an alert to gi~e warning to the 
facilitator. Another example is when a new user fills up a form to register, after the form 
is filled and sent, the system will notify the user that the system has received the data 
from the form. 
It is considered necessary as it'll give users clue of the rights and wrongs of their 
act ion. 
Apart from generating alerts, JavaScript is also used in the system to display dynamic 











if(issct($ _POSTl'dcl'I)) { 
if($userStatus=='A') { '?> 
<script language="JavaSc1ipt11> 
<!-- 






II SQL queries for deleting data from a table 
\ 
' /* this code is extracted from Complainl.php. It stated the flow or action if 
*an administrator tries to delete a data from a page in facilitator's 
*module. 
*if proven the user is admiuisuator, an alert wil] be displayed */ 
'!> 
Figure 6.11 an example of JavaScripl usage 
6.1.5 SQL 
MySql uses SQL queries for querying data. SQL queries can do the following tasks : 
a. select data from tables 
b. delete data in tables 
c. update tables (data/design) 
d. insert data into tables 
c. create/drop tables or databases 
a. select datu from tables 











includcf" . ./incJilcsldbinfo.php ''); 
$quc5 ="select CoursclD from course order by CourscID asc": 
$res5 = mysql_query($que5); 
$num5 =rnys qi_ mun_rows($res5 ): 
for($i=O; $i<$num5; $i++) { 
$CourseList[$il = mysql_result($res5,$i,'Course!D'): l 
mysql_close($dbconn); 
II the query is to select all code of courses registered in the system l /;>and displa; ~tcm on the left table in Adminisuutor.php 
Figure 6.12 selecting all code of courses for displaying purpose 
b. delete data in tables 
<'php 
$MsgNo = $_POSTj'MsgNo'I: 
includct" . ./incfilesldbinfo. ph p "); 
$g11ablc = $Course!D. "_ Mcssagcboard": 
ir (isset($ _POSTl'del'J)) { 
$quc1y ="delete from Sgrtablc where CorrspndTo=='$MsgNo' or t:Jo='$MsgNo"': 
$result= mysql_query($query): 
' ' II the row or data that has a field No value of ·$MsgNo' 
II is deleted from the selected table 
mysql_ closc($dbconn ): ., 










c. update data in tables 
<?php 
Snoticcloc = $ _POSTl'noliccloc'I: 
Sncwnoticc = $_POST!'newnolice'I; 
$FileNo = $_POSTl'FilcNo'I; 
in cl ude(" .. /inc Iilcs/d bin Io. php "): 
ii'(isset($ POSTl'edit'I)) { 
$table= $Coursc1D."_Noticeboi.1rd": 
$query= "update $table set Mcssagc='$ncwnoticc', FID='$uscrlD', 
DatcPostcd=curdalc(), Timcl'ostcd=curtirnct), 




mysq! _ closc($dbconn ): 
II the row of data that has a field N1> value or ·$rih.:No' is updated with 
//the retrieved from the form 
")> 
Figure 6.14 an edited example of updating data in a table 
d. insert data into tables 
<?php 
$noticcloc = $ POSTl'noticcloc'I: 
$ncm10ticc = $_POSTl'nc\rnoticc'l: 
$FilcNo = $ _POST['FilcNo' I: 
includct" . ./incfilcs/dbin fo. php "); 
il"($add) { 
$t.abk = $CoursdD ... _Not.iceboanl": 
$que1Y ="select count(No) from $table order by No": II count number olrow in 
$result= mysql_query($query): //table 
$number= 111\ sq! rcsult($rcsult.OL 
$number++: //the number or new data lo be inserted 
$quer:-- t = "insert into $table set No=Snumbcr', Mcssagc=Sncwnoticc'. 
]~ ID='$userlD'. Datcl'ostcd=curdutct), Timcl'ostcd=curtirncf), 
Loe at io11='$110Liceloc'": 










mysql _ close($dbconn ); 
II a new row of data is inserted into the table 
'I> 
···- ·-·--- ---------·----------- 
Figure 6.14 an edited example of inserting data in a table 
e. create/drop tables or databases 
<''php 
$courseCodc = $_POST!·courseCode'I; 
includef" . ./incliles/dbinfo. php ''); 
$table = $courseC ode."_ discuunscript"; 





Pdr char( I), 
Link van.:har(7.:"i))": 
$resull.4 = mysql_qucry($query4): 
mysql_closc($dbconn ): 
II a new table is created 
-·---·--- 









Chapter 7: System Testing 
7.1 System Testing 
After the coding phase is complete, the system (PBL Facilitator) will undergo the testing 
phase in order to identify whether it fulfills the requirements and specifications as 
decided in Chapter 4. During this phase errors and bugs are found and then fixed. 
There are four types of testing executed during these phase : 
1. unit testing 
2. integration testing 
3. system testing 
4. acceptance 
7. l. l Unit testing 
A unit is the smallest component in a system. In PBL Facilitator, the smallest 
unit is the sub-submodule. During unit testing, each individual unit is tested separately. 
All functions in a unit were examined carefully to check for errors. This was to ensure 
that all corre·ponding functions can interact normally inside the unit. 
Alier that, the source code was compiled and then runned on the browser. The 
browser then notified any errors or warnings and based on the notification, the source 
then reviewed and corrections were made. 
- it is important however to remember that in most circumstances, the browser 
won't di. play any notification. But with using, Pl IP .. user can request the browser to 
dispi;1y th· 1wtilicatio11 by ·ha11gi11g th' 'displ;iy 'rro1 011'i11 th' php · 'lti11 '·in php.i11i 









Test f nput 
Invalid password or 
f nvalid username 
System Result 
----·--------------------------- ------ 
Output: system prompts error message. 
Result: system responded correctly 
Valid password and 
usernarne 
Output: user is transferred into the next page. 
If the user is an administrator, he can access all the 
modules: administrator, facilitator, and classroom 
If a facilitator, he can access both the facilitator and 
classroom module, but only in the courses that he 
registered into. 
If a student, he can only access the classroom module in 
courses that he registered into. 
Result: system responded correctly. 
Table 7.1 Example of unit testing and how system corresponds to the rest 
Table 7.1 above is an example of unit testing. When a user logs into the system, system 
will access the database and check the validity of both the username and password. If 
one or both of them prove to be wrong, the system will prompt-a message stating the 
error. But else, the user will be brought to the next page, and system will determine their 
level of access from the database. 
7.1.2 Integration testing 
In integration testing, more than one module was integrated and tested to see 
whet her they work properly. The system was tested using the bottom-up testing, where 
the testing starts from the lowest sub modules to the top sub modules. 








Test Input System Result 
- ------------------- 
Correct combination Output: the system checked whether the user already 
of generated confirmed his registration. If yes, then an error message 
username and was prompted. If not, then the user was brought to the 
password and user's next registration page to finish the confirmation task. 
particulars Result: system responded correctly 
All submit buttons in Output: as both administrators and facilitators can access to 
Facilitator module the Facilitator module, system will check whether the 
were clicked. user's status was administrator or facilitator. ff the status 
was admini strator, then error message confirming denial 
access to task was prompted. But if the result was 
Facilitator, then the system will proceed to the next steps 
prior to clicking the button. 
Result: system responded correctly. 
'----------- l----- - 
Table 7.2 Example of integration testing and how system corresponds to the test 
Table 7.2 above provides examples of integration testing. The first example is 
what occurs in User Register module when users (both student and facilitators) need to 
confirm their registration. The module then checked with Log Jn module, in order to 
identify whether that particular user has already registered. If the user has already 
registered, then he would be prompted with an error message. Else, he would be taken 
to the next page where he can finish confirming his registration 
7.1.3 System resting 
J\11 the main sub modules or sub systems were combined and inte uuied to 1'1.111ctit1n 










between the modules and sub-modules ware recognized as successful or not. This was 
determined by recognizing errors that occurs while running the system. 
I Test Input-- ··--- ~S),stem Result I 
All navigational Output: the page goes to the intentioned page depending on 
buttons are clicked the button clicked by the user. 
Result: system responded correctly 
forms 
Submit incomplete Output: the system prompts error message and request user 
to fill in the necessary fields. 
Result: system responded correctly. 
Table 7.3 Example of system lesling and how system corresponds lo the fest 
In the first example in Table 7.3 above, users clicked all the navigational buttons and 
determine whether the page turned into the correct page. The result proved successful 
when the browser went to the correct page. And in the second example, users filled in 
the forms and left out several fields, including the necessary ones. The test proved 
successful when the system prompted error message and user were brought back to the 
form to be finished. 
7.1.4 Acceplance lesting 
The acceptance testing involved real data and end user. During this testing, several 
collca zucs were involved in trying out the system, but the most important end user 
happened to be the moderator or this project, Prof Sulimuh Mokhtur, whom was also 









involved in approving the requirements of this system. Real data such as the name of 
courses and actual students' names in University Malaya were used. 
The result of the testing proved quite satisfactorily, as many of the requirements 
were proven met and the implementation were successful. However, certain 
requirements were lacking, such as the 'peer evaluation'. As such, the system was 
reviewed and additional function had to be made, and the implementation and testing 
began all over again. 
7.2 System Maintenance 
After the system has been fully developed, the next important step is maintaining the 
system. System maintenance keeps the system in good condition and up-to-date. 
Maintaining system involves updating system based on current environment and 
changes in users· requirements. 
7.3 Dccnrucnrarion 
As written in the sub chapter 7.2, maintaining system is a very important task. As it 
is, it's very impo rtunt that the programmer made the future maintaining task easy. At the 
very least, provide the system documentation 
Tl1c1 c arc two k inds or documcntarion prepared Ior this system; SPll!CC code 









I. user manual 
- user manual is created so that administrator can understand how to use the system. 
For PBL Facilitator, user manuals are created all three types of users. The manuals 
however, are only supplied for administrators' purpose. Facilitators can request for 
the manuals from the administrator if they need the manual. Studentsdo not need to 
have manual as the facilitators will be able to brief for them. 
2. source code documentation 
- source code of documentation are comments in source code files that explains 
what is the function and purpose of the codes. This type of documentation makes it 










Chapter 8: System Evaluation 
The system's evaluation task involves analysing problems encountered while developing 
the system and solutions taken to overcome them. Limitations and strengths of the 
system are also gathered, where they can later be analyzed to define possible future 
enhancements to make the system more efficient suitable for tomorrows· changing 
reqirements. 
8.1 Problems and solutions 
There are many factors that determine whether a system proves to be a success or not. 
Numerous problems were encountered while developing this system. The problems had 
to be solved in order to make the system works. If they couldn't be, compromisation was 
necessary and other alternatives had to be used. The main problems encountered and 
the solutions are as listed below: 
I. lack of experience and knowledge in system development 
- this problem is very alarming as it costs the time spent in learning and 
understanding the processes in developing the system As the time frame of developing 
the system is not more than four months or so, this proved to be quite a heldback in the 
syst 111' · progress. This problem also caused system builder to focus 011 the wrong part 
('r the system development, and sometimes result in negletion of important requirements. 
Solution: the solution to this problem is to take quality time IP analyse the past projects 









minimized the effect and provided good guide on what's important, what to be focused 
and foremost, and also tips for better developemnt process. 
2. time-consuming database 
- the MySql database used in this system doesn't have its' own interface like 
Microsoft Access or any other database. Instead user have to enter the dos window and 
type the queries to use the database. The task in using the database this way, is very 
tedious, especially since PBL Facilitator involves a lot of database queries. 
Solution: the solution is very simple, download tools from the Internet that provide user 
interface for the MySql database. Most of the son ware on the Net (probably all) allows 
internet user to download the software for trial for a few days (without all privileges), 
mostly for a month, and then user must purchase the license before he can continue 
using the tool. However, a tool called MyTSql (can be downloaded at 
wwwdownload coin) allows trial for unlimited period of days. The drawback however, 
a user that uses unlicesed MyISql will be prompted every few rninutes with a reminder 
to purchase the license, a very annoying interruptions. The tool however, is very easy to 
use compared to others researched, and it eventually is used for the PBLFacilitator 










8.2 System strengths 
The strengths of the system are assessed by checking on the users' non-functional 
requirements, whether they are successfully met or not. And below are listed all the 
strength of the PBL Facilitator. 
I. user-friendly 
The system is easy to understand and easy to use, with no necessary 
trainings for the users. It have informal environment that isn't intimidating. It can 
accommodate all three kinds of user (administrator, facilitator, student) and 
differentiate their privileges without difficulties. 
2. security 
The system is secured with user identification and authentication to avoid 
unauthorized access. 
3. error catching 
The system can detect errors that occurs (run-time) and alert user of the 
error. 
4. expendable 
The system can be upgraded and modified in future development to a 
ccommodate possible necessary changes. 
5. logical interface flow 
The system· s navigational flow is very easy to understand and it doesn t 
have deep and many branches. Users have no problems differentiating the 
modules he's in and how to move from modules to modules. 









8.3 System Limitations 
There are several limitations of the system. The limitations are: 
I. As there's actually no need for more than one administrator, there's no 
function on the system that enables administrator to add new administrator. 
Administrator will have to add a new one by going directly into the database and ad the 
necessary data in the table Administrator and User _Password. 
2. The system is not intelligent enough. After a session of private discussion, the 
system will then evaluate each student's performance based on the number of responses 
by each student. The limitation here, is that the system can not differentiate whether 
each response is relevant to the discussiouor not. And thus, all the responses will be 
taken into account, even if the response is 'Hi'. 
8.5 Future Enhaucemeut 
The system is open to more upgrading and enhancing to make it run more smoothly and 
effectively in its purpose. The future enhancements are: 
I. The system will be intelligent enough to be able to differentiate between relevant 
responses and meaningless responses. 
The system will be able to allow administrator to add more administrator directly 
using the system, without having to access the database. 










8.6 Knowledge Gained from Experience 
The experience of buiding a complete, functional useful web-based system really 
provided the builder with priceless knowledge useful for one's self especially for 
working life later. 
Several of the knowledge gained from the whole experience are: 
I. Going into a project with relevant knowledge prepared is very important to avoid 
being idle and wasting precious time learning and practicing at the same time. 
2. Always there are others who know more about programming better than one's 
self Don't hesitate to ask. 
3. Be conforrablc with one's boss (in this case, the supervisor). Their guidance and 
advice is very important. Do not ever cross them. 
4. Always do your back-up. 
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A. About the User Manual 
The purpose of PBL Facilitator's user manual is to provide easy means to 
understand how to use system. The manual explains the functions of every page in the 
system, and also included clips of the user interface. 
Overall, the manual is divided into 5 main parts; the installation guide, and 
the navigational flow in the system starting from ; system log in, system main page, 
the administrator module, the facilitator module and the classroom module. 
The installation guide will guide the administrator on how to properly install 
PHP and MySql to enable the system to run properly. 
The manual shows the usage of the system based on the navigational flow. As 
.. 
the system's user interface is divided into 3 main interface; 
I. solely for administrator's purpose (Administrator module) 
2. for facilitators' purpose (Facilitator module) - administrator can access but 
can't use the functions. 
3. for students' and facilitators' purpose (Classroom module) - administrator 
can access but can't use the functions. 







B. PBL Classroom Installation 
Step I: 
Below are the requirements (suggested) necessary to nm the system: 
I. Intel Pentium 4 Processor (2.8 GHz) 
2. 256MB SDRAM 
3. 40 GB hard disk 
4. Windows XP 
s. rrs 
6. Input devices: mouse and keyboards 
7. Driver: CD-ROM and floppy disc 
8. Development tools: Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 
9. Browser: fE 4.0 or above 
Step 2: 
Administrator need to install PHP and MySql database into the intended server. Both 
can be downloaded respectively at hLlJ~:/iv\\:Yv~:.J)l}PJ1e\ and bup://wvvw.n1IB1lcou1 
for free. 
After installing PHP, open the php.ini file and set display_error to 'Off: 
displav error 'Of]'. 
Next, in the Mail function, set the smtp_server and smtp_send so that the server 
enable the system to relay emails automatically via the server. Consult the server 
administrator for this purpose. Example: 
,·1111;1 ,·a1·1·r 202. IX5. 11.2] 








*for further information, refer to the installation manual provided while downloading ph p 
from the website," 
*if MySql already installed, ask the database administrator for the password am! 
username to access MySql* 
Step 3: 
i. Copy the PBLClassroom folder from the installation disc into wwwroot folder. 
ii.Open file ·dbinfo.php' in folder 'PBLClassroom/incfiles/'. 
iii.Look at the third line : Sdbcoun = mysql co1111ect('!ocalhost', 'root'. 'password') 
iv.Change password to the password that you use to access to the MySql database. 
root is the default usernarne to access the database. However, you can change it to 
the usernamc that you created while installing MySql. 
Step 4: 
Access into MySql and create a database. name the database 'PBLFacilitator'. 
"you can download tools that provides GUI for A1ySql to make database maintenance 
easier" 
Strp 5: 
Open your browser and run the url: ht11J...IJnq1lhns1/PHLClas;nH1rn/Prcl11s1all11lw 
The system installation is completed. 
To access tltc system, run the url: 111111 l11l;1lh•''1 i)!-l,l.('h1~"r11(1111 I (':·.111 I •:.!.111 plq' 
Lo .in a: administrator with the uscrnanic: dl~/(111/ and password: rlt'.f(111/t (hnth default 









C. System Login 
All links in the Logln.php is accesssible to all users (members or non-members). 
All registered users log into the system via the same page using the Log Jn 
form in the middle of the page (Figure 9.1 ). If the user inputted correct username and 
password, then the system will open to the Main Page( Figure 9.11 ). Otherwise the 
system will prompt an error message as exampled in Figure 9.2. 
click here to go hack 
: ·• ' .... __ .!.... . ..:..:. ••• :_'.: ..... ::.::: __ . --·---·-- _ ..... ·- lo Lo~ln.php 
I' I 
i---- --·--- . 
I 
' ' ,..\ 
Resister new user - Facilit ator 
Figure 9. l: The front page for Logln.php 
I I 










The Faqs link at the top right corner link to Faq.php that shows the lists of of 
frequently asked questions. (Refer to Figure 9.3). The other two Jinks: Profile and 
Log Out will only be active after users has logged into the system. 
The button below the log in form goes to Register~NewUser.php (Figure 9.4) 
for facilitators that wanted to register into the system. 
When the curser moves over the 'Registration' link, a two-listed menu : 
'Facilitator' and 'Student' is pulled down. User can choose either one as it serves 
two purpose, to confirm facilitators' registration (Figure 9.5) and also to confirm 
students' registration (Figure 9. 7). The menu will di sapper if the cursor moves over it 
for the second time. 
If a user forgets his password, he can click on the 'Forgot Password?' link 
and then moved to ForgotPword.php (Figure 9.9). 
Users can also cantact administrator by clicking on the animated-blue bird 
where it linked to ContactAdmin.php (Figure 9.10). 
Figure 9.3: Faq.php 
The lists of the FAQs as exampled in Figurer) . .> above can be edited b · 
administrutor by opening the lilc PHLClassrnom/inclil ·s/l~tq.php u:im.', any web 









Figure 9.4: Rcgistcr_NewUser.php 
New user must filled in all the fields before sending the form by clicking on 
the 'Send Application' button. If any field is empty, then user will be prompted an 
error message else user will be prompted with acknowled<•ement messaue ) , t b b . 
Figure 9.5: Register_Facilitator.php 
In figure 9.5, user has to fill the UserName and Password fields with the ones 
that were •eneratcd by the system and sent to user via email. ff all the data matches 
with the data in database, system then will proceed to the next page (Figure 1).(1 ). If 










! ·•' :•<f ; I I f d l. 
Figure 9.6: Registcr_FacilitatorNext.php 
The field which has red asterisk beside it is a compulsary field. It means that 
user must fill in the field before it can be folly registered as a member. An error will 
be prompted itit's ten empty. When the user clicked the 'Confirm' button, then the 
user is otlicially a registered member of PBL Facilitator. 
Figure 9.7 and 9.8 are the web pages for confirming students' registration. 
The flow and process involved are basically the same as the facilitators'. Accept that 
the username and password to be tilled in Figure 9. 7 are the ones that the system 
automatically generate and then sent via email to the student's facilitator, whom then 
gave them to the students. 
' '•.,1.1 ,, , , I 










/" ... : 
•/i '/I,,, I I"' 
Figure 9.8: RegisterStudent_Next.php 
User can go to ForgotPword.php if he forgot his password. In Figure 9.9, user 
can input his username and email address in the form fields. The email address must 
be one of the addresses registered under the user's profile. If the username and email 
address matches the ones in database, the system then will look up for the password 
in the database and automatically generate an email containing the password to 
user's email address. 
'ti ,, ... l.; 
. 11 









Users and visitors can contact the administrator for queries or help by 
accessing to ContactAdministrator.php. User can fill in the fields as exampled in 
Figure 9.10 or use Email Outlook by clicking the 'here' link at the bottom of the 
page. 
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Figure 9.10: ContactAdmin.php 
A user can always go back to the first page (Logln.php) by clicking the head 










D. Main Page 
The first page that user comes into after logging in is the MainPage.php. 
MainPage. php is actually the first page of Classroom module. 
The 'Profile' and 'LogOut' links at the top right corner of the page are now 
actives. The 'Faq' link is the same as in the Logl n.php page. Clicking the 'Profile' 
link will turn the web page to UserProfile.php (Figure 9. I 2). 
If the user wants to exit the system, then he click the 'LogOut' button and 
then be brought to the Logl n.php page. It is very important that user logs out to exit 
the system, rather than typing another url on the window's address field. 
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Figure 9.11: MainPagc.php 
At the lcli side of the web page, are 3 columns in blue-black color. The 
columns are: I. Admin Module (administrator's access only) 
- li11ks lo 1\dmi11is1 r.uor. php (Fi .urc t). I ·I) 










- links to Facilitator.php (Figure 9.24) 
3. Classroom Module (all user) 
- links to MainPage.php (Figure 9.12) 
Below the colums, there is a drop-down list of courses. And the right side of the page 
lists courses and their details. The lists of courses displayed depends on the status of 
the user. If the user is an administrator, then all the courses registered will be 
displayed And he can enter any of the course's web page either by choosing from 
the drop-down list and click the button 'Go' or scroll down through all the courses 
and the details and click the button 'Enter'. 
The same goes for facilitators and students. The only difference is that the list 
only display the courses that the facilitator or student registered to. 
Figure 9.12: UscrProfile.php 
l n the Figure 9. 12 above, user can only edit his email and alternative email. If he 
wants to change his password, he can click the button 'Change Password' to go to 
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Figure 9.13: ChangcPword.php 










E. Administrator Module 
Figure 9. I 4 is the first page of Administrator Module. As in Figure 9. l I, the 
top-left side of the page lists the 3 modules : Adrnin, Facilitator and Classroom. All 
accessible to the administrator. 
Directly below the columns is the drop-down list of all the courses registered 
in PBL Facilitator. Administrator can view general infoni1ation regarding the course 
by choosing a course code and clicking the button 'Go'. The button links to the 
Courselnfo.php (Figure 9. I 5). 
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Figure 9.14: Administratur.php 
And I ck w the list, arc 5 .olumns that each links IP dillcrcu: pa1~l'. 










Column Notices links to Notices.php (Figure 9.18). 
Column Login Entry links to LoginEntry.php (Figure 9.19). 
Column Members links to Mcmbers.php (Figure 9.21). 
Column Emails links to EmailRcport.php (Figure 9.22). 
The 'Registration' link below the columns links to RegisterApp.php (Figure 
9.23). 
In the Administrator. php, administrator can view the total of rezistered . 0 
courses, facilitators and students, and the starting and ending semester for each 
course. Administrator can also unregister a course and delete all it's details by 
checking a checkbox and click the 'Remove' button. 
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Figure 9.15: Courselnfo.php 
CoursclnlO.php displays the general detail (lr a course Administrator can 
remove a student N facilitator from a course ir necessary a11J it can be done by 










be removed. The 'Remove All' button will delete all facilitators' or students' 
membership from the course. 
Details or each member can be view by clicking on the view profile icons. 
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Figure 9.16: Evalnarion.php 
Evaluation.php lists all the transcripts of private discussions. Each time a 
group conducts a session of discussion, the transcript will be recorded in database. 
Administrator then will have to convert these transcripts into PDF documents. The 
instructions are also provided. After clicking the 'Save As PDF' button, a . pdf 










Notices.php displays all the administrator's notes on the Logln.php, 
Classroorn.php and also Facilitator.php. The notices can be deleted by clicking the 
'Delete All' button (all notices) or the delete icon (one by one). They can also be 
edited by clicking the edit icon. And new notices can be added with selections on the 
location of the new notice. 
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Figure 9.19: LoglnEntry.php 
LoglnEntry.php displays the recorded date and times (in and out) each time a 
user logs into the system. Administrator can view and delete the entries based on the 
number of days required. The dates can be choosen by clicking on the calendar icon 
to open calendar.html (Figure 9.20). 
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Figure 9.22: Ernailrepurt.php 
RegisterApp.php lists all the facilitators that has applied to become the new 
user of PBLFacilitator. If administrator approves of the application, administrator 
will 
check on the check box and click the button 'Accept Application'. The system then 
will create a username and password and automatically generate an email containing 
the username and pa·sword to the person's email address. If the 'Reject' button is 
chosen, then the user's data indatabase will be deleted and the system will generate 









F. Facilitator Module 
The first page of the Facilitator module is the Facilitator.php (Figure 9.24). It 
can be seen that the page lists courses and at the left side there is also a drop-down 
list of courses, just like in the MainPage. php (Figure 9. 11 ). And the same happens if 
the user that access the system is an administrator, then all courses will be listed, 
where as if the user is a facilitator, only the courses the user registered to will be 
displayed. 
Please remember that even though administrators can access the Facilitator 
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Members.php lists all the registered and unregistered (students whom haven't 
yet confirm their registration). 
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Figure 9.21: Mcmbers.php 
Emailreport.php (Figure 9.22) displays all the reports that has been sent from 
the users to administrator via ContactAdmin.php.Emails sent via Outlook can be 
checked in the administrator's inbox mail. In the page, administrator can delete the 
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The 'Register New Course' links user to RegisterCourse.php (Figure 9.25). 
Facilitator must fill in all the fields before clicking the 'Next' button which then will 
take the facilitator to RegisterCourseNext.php (Figure 9.26). 
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Figure 9.25: RcglsterCourse.php 
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After all the fields have been filled and the 'Register CourseCode' button is 
clicked, the system then will create tables in the database for the new course and 
check which students and facilitators listed are members of PBL Facilitator. 
Registered users will be recorded as members of the course, while the rest 
will have to register themselves (facilitator) and confirm their registration (student) 
by using the passwords and usernames that is automatically created by the system 
and sent to the facilitator's (the creator) address. All registered and unregistered 
students will be automatically, randomly assigned into groups. 
Figure 9.27 shows the Course.php page. ft displays the general information 
of the course and enables facilitator to remove students' membership to the 
classroom by clicking on the delete icon or viewing member's profile by clicking the 
view profile icon. Facilitator can also add new member to the course by clicking on 
the' Add Member' button that'll take the facilitator to the AddMember.php (Figure 
9.28). 
At the left-side of the page, between the drop-down list and 'Register new 
Course' link, are 8 separate columns that can link to facilitator to different pages. 
The columns as can be seen in the Figure 9.27 are: 
I. Column GroupList links to Groupl.ist.php (Figure 9.29) 
2. Column Qs & As links to QsnAs.php (Figure 9.30) 
3. Column Links links to Links.php (Figure 9.31) 
4. Column Notices links to Notices.php (Figure 9.32) 
5. Column Upload links to Upload.php (Figure 9.33) 
C' Column MsgBoard links to MsgBoard.php (Figure 9.34) 
7. (' .lumn Cnmplaints links W Complaint.php (Figure 9 35) 
8. ( 'olunu: l'.valuation linh l<' l·~valuation.php (Fi •11r • 1)J(1) 
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Figure 9.27: Course.php 
In Addlvlember.php, facilitator can add new member (facilitator or student). 
For new facilitator, only registered facilitator can be added as new member, 
otherwise, the course has to wait until the person has registered themselves While 
for student, non-registered student will be given username and password for 
confirming registration via email to the facilitator's address. Newly added student 
will be assigned to default group number: 0. They will then be assigned to other 
group by the course's facilitator in Groupl.ist.php. 












Figure 9.28: AddMember.php 
GroupList.php (Figure 9.29) lists all the students by their matric numbers in 
their respective groups. Facilitators can change the lists of students in each group by 




Figure 9.30: Qsn.As.php 
liuurc l) _,o shows the Qsn.vs.php The puge has a table that consists ol') 
columns: Group c(llu11111, Situation column, Group's S<)luti<)n column, Solution 









Assgnmt_Problems, Assgnmt_ GroupSol, Assgnmt_ Solutions and 
Assgnmt_Feedback folders respectively. The documents are files uploaded by 
facilitators (see Figure 9.31) in Upload.php and students (see Figure 9.42). 
Facilitators can delete any documents and its links from the database by 
checkingthe checkbox and click the 'Delete' button. 
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Figure 9.31: Upload.php 
In Upload.php, facilitators can upload documents regarding students' assignments. 
There are 3 categories of the documents; Situation ( e.g case study), Solution 
(solutions to situations given) and Feedback (anyfoedback from facilitator regarding 
students' performance). 
The uploaded documents will be linked on QsnAs.php (see Figure 9.30). The 
last document category; Group's Solution can only be uploaded by students in the 
student module. 
Figure f).32 shows the Links.php. Facilitators can delete or edit existing links 
or add new links. There are 2 kinds of links; links for web sites and links for useful 
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Figure 9.32: Links.php 
Facilitators can add or edit all the anuouincements to the course's students in 
Notices.php, as shown below in Figure 9.33. Like Links.php, facilitator can edit, 
delete or add new notices either in the course' classroom's main page 
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Figure 9.33: Notices.php 
MsgBoard.php lists all the threads and its corresponding messages displayed 
in Classroorn.php in Classroom module. Facilitators can view all the threads easily 
and delete any of the threads. 
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Complaint.php displays all the comments/complaints issued by the students 
in Classroom module. Facilitators can look at them and take the necessary actions 
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Figure 9.35: Complainls.php 
Evaluation.php lists the details whenever a discussion session has been 
conducted. The system's evaluation result is also displayed and facilitator can view 
the transcript of the discussioil by clicking on the button 'html doc' or the 'PDF doc' 
link. Either one will open a new window and display html document and pdf 
document respectively. 
In each list, the link 'pdf doc' appears if administrator had already saved the 
transcript into .pdf document in Evaluation.php (Figure 9.16). An example of the 
document display (pdf document) is as Figure 9.17. If not, then the system will 
retrieve the data in database and display the transcript in html document format. 
Based 011 the displayed transcript, facilitator can evaluate students' 









Facilitator can also view the result of peer evaluation for each discussion. 
Clicking on the 'Peer Evaluation' button will open a new window 
(pecrevaluntion.php) that shows the result as exampled in Figure 9.37. 
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Figure 9.36: Evaluation.php 
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G. Classroom Module 
The second page in Classroom module (after MainPage.php) is the 
Classroom.php. As in Figure 9.24 (Facilitator.php), the lists of courses displayed are 
only the ones the person registered to (facilitator or student) or all of the courses 
(administrator). Again, administrator has no privileges to any of the functions in 
Classroom module. Facilitator however, has the privileges only to posts threads or 
replies on the classroom's message board and in private discussion rooms . 
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User can post threads in the classroom's messageboard by clicking on the 
'Send A Message' button that'll take the user to StudcntPost.php (Figure 9.39). User 
can click on a thread icon to reply and view the thread and its correspondings 
To enter any of the discussion rooms (Discroom.php, see Figure 9.47), user 
have to click on the small icons. Facilitators and students (member or non-members 
of discussion groups) can enter any of the discussion rooms and observe on-going 
discussions. However, only group members can start and end a discussion session, 
and except for non-group students, other users can posts responses during the 
discussion session. 
There arc 7 columns under the dro] -down Ii sts or .ourscs. The olumns links 
to different pages as listed below: 
Column Group Lis! links to GroupList.php (Figur 9. 0). 
Column Qs & As links to Qsn.As.php (Figure 9.41 ). 
Column Upload links to Upload.php (Figure 9.42). 
Column Links links to Links.php (Figure 9.43). 
Column Complaint links to Complaint.php (Figure 9.44 . 
.olumn Memb r link t Profiles.php (Figure .45). 
Column Evaluation link. t ' aluation.php (Figure 9.46). 
Fi .ur . 9 shov th StudentPost.php where student can send new thread or 
r ·pli is. Th· · '' Thr ad' button i to let user post new thread, and it will also open 











Figure 9.39: StudentPost.php 
iroupl.ist.php displays the lists or •roups and members b · students' matric 
numbers. 
Group list In.classroom wxes3181 · " . ~ · : · · · · . 







7. WEKO 10002 
B. WEK010027 
9. WEK010075 
10. WEKOlOOl 7 
11. WEK010219 
12. W KO!O•IO~ 
13. WEK010323 
J'I, WETOI0235 
· ,.-. · Graup7.-·-<, . .--.:, 
15. WEK0100ll 
· 16. WEK022536 
17. WET020087 
18. WET020231 
Unlisted student (newly regl tererl' · -- 
1. WETO 022 l :-.,; Mattie Number .. new! · added members will be assigned to Group 0. until facilitator a igncd th tudcnt to existing group Gr up I- 7) or new group. in the Facilitator module. 
Figure 9.40: GroupList.php 
( :11 s.php Figure . I) displays all the links to documents uploaded by 
stud ·111s (Fi iurc t I ) and facilitators (Fir• ire 9. I). Click any of the link to open the 
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Figure 9.41: QsnAs.php 
Upload.php enables student to upload their assiunment work . The uploaded 
documents will the be displayed under column' iroup's elution' in QsnAs.php 
(Figure 9.41 ). 
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Figure 9.42: Upload.php 
Link .. php Ii. ts all the link· that v ere added by facilitator in Facilitator 
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Figure 9.43: Links.php 
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Figure 9.44: ComplainLphp 
Students can complain or omment to their facilitators by tilling up the 
.omplaint f rm in omplaint.php. Fa ilirators v ill re eive the comments in the 
h1 ilitutor modul . 
Prolil s.php Figur 9.45) lists all the members of the classroom. User can 
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Figure 9.45: Profiles.php 
Evaluation.php displa ·s general details of ea h session or discussion und the 
system' s and fa ilitat r s evaluation result. tudent an also view the transcript of the 
dis ussions by Ii kin• th trans ript i on. 
Th lul llcd 'html do butt )11 icon will open the transcript in new window in 
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Figure 9.46: Evaluariou.php 
Figure 9.47 shows the DiscRoom.php. If thcr ' - no on-going se sion at that 
time non-group members and facilitators can't enter the forum part, and so no i .on 
to enter will be displayed. Hox v r, for group mcmb r, ·y stem will identify the user 
as a m mb r and a · t art is LI~ sion' i )11 wil be displayed so that a se ssion can be 
start d. l ( n s s: ion ha. air ad.' started, an 'Enter Discussion Room' icon will be 
displu · d nnd all us rs ( grout members or non-group members) can enter the 
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Figure 9.47: DiscH.oom.php (a) 
Figure 9.48 shov s the inicrta e of Disckoom.php v hen a user mered th 
forum part. Only group-members are able to post me sages, while ot hers can 0111 · 
observe. 
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During. the discussion session, users can exit the discussion room by clicking 
on the button 'Exit Discussion Room' that'll take them back to Classroom.php. They 
can always return back to the discussion room, 
The button 'Stop Discussion' is only visible to group members. When a 
session has ended, group members must all click on this button to proceed to the next 
stage, where the system's evaluation of each student' perfirmance will be displayed 
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WXES.) 18 l i the first phase for developing PBL Facilitator. During this phase, the 
preliminary investigation, system's requirements analysis, and system's analysis and 
design were conducted to complete the phase. 
The tasks stated above were completed for the purpose of creating a web- 
based system that manages online PBL classrooms. The final system is expected to be 
informal, interesting and user-friendly with easy user interface navigation and 
password-protected at the end f the sc ond pha e (WXES 182). Th 
PDL Facilitator, sh uld be able t pr vidc ab tt rand more c rnf rtabl P[3 
discussion environment for both stud ms and 1 turcrs. And it must provide all 
necessary features like document uploading function, la and member registrati n 
function, message posting function and etcetera. 
Each registered course will ha a classroom of its own, and all discussion 
groups will have their own di cu ion r ru. The stem is p n to reuistrati 11 for 
cour e in high du ati n in titute . 
l·n ·ilitnt r i. to b 
n f r thi y. t m i \ aterfall with prototyping model. PBL 
a romedia Dreamweaver MX. The web 
r th , ripting i PHP with additions of C++ and JavaScript, and 
.r : 'qi ha: h · .n ch sen for it databa e. 
Th 
Th· s stem should be applicable and fulfil users' requirements. Users targeted 
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